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ABSTRACT
Elias Gamma code, developed by Peter Elias, is a universal lossless compression
method applied to unbounded positive integers. Extensive research on this coding
technique has led to the development of many derivatives. However, much of these
studies focus on the software realization of the Elias Gamma code, with limited emphasis
on the hardware implementation. This thesis presents three designs of Hardware
Accelerators, which are analyzed and compared with respect to the efficiency metrics.
Given that the compression ratio of Elias Gamma is predetermined, the efficiency metrics
included are throughput, latency, and cost. The research derives these metrics by
targeting the design to the Xilinx Zynq™ Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Each
model builds on the previous design, with the Fundamental design achieving a
compression throughput of 4.63 M symbols/sec and a decompression throughput of 18.5
M symbols/sec. The optimized design delivers a maximum compression throughput of
23.8 M symbols/sec while maintaining a decompression throughput of 18.5 M
symbols/sec. The maximum compressed throughput converts to 190.4 M bits/sec with
each symbol equating to 8-bits, whereas the decompression throughput translates to 592
M bits/sec with symbol size of 32-bits. In comparison to a reference software
implementation, the optimized design provides 72x compression speed-up and 37x
decompression speed-up.

xiv

Today's information outburst has necessitated using data compression techniques
for efficient data storage and transmission, which enables the original information to be
represented in a reduced size with or without loss. Hence, data compression is an integral
part of numerous systems dealing with information. Examples of systems using data
compression techniques include mobile communication, information retrieval from
databases and internet sites, video applications, speech, music and other audio
applications, space technology, and wireless sensor networks.
Data compression techniques have evolved over the years. Morse code, developed
by Samuel Morse, is an example of fundamental compression techniques formulated in
the 1830s [1]. In this method, symbols are represented using dots (.), dashes (-) and
commas (,). Different characters map to distinct symbols based on the probability of their
occurrence. Comma usage in this technique makes the code uniquely decodable.
However, it does not achieve a compression ratio close to entropy [1]. From then on,
multiple compression techniques have been developed based on application needs.
Examples of widely used data compression algorithms include Huffman coding, Golomb
coding, Arithmetic coding, Dictionary techniques and Context-based compression
techniques [1, 2].
A broad classification of compression techniques is: lossy and lossless methods.
Lossless compression enables accurate reconstruction of original information from the
compressed data. However, in lossy compression, a portion of the original information is
lost during recovery. An application tolerant of acceptable loss of information uses lossy
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compression algorithms: e.g., audio and video applications. Lossless compression
techniques, however, are employed in applications intolerant of losses: e.g. executable
programs, text documents, source code, file compression applications (zip, tar), and
machine critical applications.
Elias Gamma code, developed by P. Elias, is a universal lossless compression
method applied to unbounded positive integers [3]. Further details are presented in the
background section. Extensive research has been conducted on this coding methodology,
and variants have been derived. However, much of the research on Elias Gamma
technique implementations are focused on software realization. Limited work has been
done in developing a hardware accelerator for this code.

1.1

Problem Statement
The problem addressed in this thesis is achieving high-throughput1, with low

latency1 and acceptable cost1, for an implementation of Elias Gamma compression and
decompression techniques.

1.2

Proposed Solution
The proposed solution is to design and implement a Hardware accelerator for the

Elias Gamma compression and decompression techniques. The Elias Gamma technique is

1

Definitions are presented in the Background section
2

a straightforward and useful compression method for the smaller range of integers. To
this end, we propose to conduct a set of experiments each of which will include the
design, validation, and implementation of Elias Gamma compression and decompression
of integers, targeted to the FPGA hardware. Further, the design will be analyzed for its
throughput, latency, and cost.

1.3

Hypothesis
Implementing Elias gamma compression and decompression techniques in

hardware will provide high-throughput, low latency, and acceptable cost.

1.4

Research Contribution
The main contribution of this research is that it enables to determine the integer

compression throughputs achieved through Elias Gamma Hardware accelerator. Based on
extensive literature review focused on hardware accelerators for Elias Gamma code, we
understand this to be the first work, which realizes Elias Gamma code in hardware to
research the throughput achieved.

1.5

Outline
This thesis is organized into nine chapters. Following the introduction in Chapter

1, we have Chapter 2, which provides the background information. Chapter 3 includes the
literature review. Chapter 4 details the research methodology and the experimental
procedures. Chapter 5 explains the experimental setup and Chapter 6 presents the details
of the design implementation. Chapter 7 articulates the design verification and Chapter 8
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captures and analyzes the results. This thesis concludes with Chapter 9, which includes
the recommendations for future work.

4

This chapter details the terminologies used through this thesis. As the Hardware
accelerator, shown in Figure 1, includes data compression, packing, and unpacking
engines, this chapter describes the Elias Gamma encoding technique used for data
compression, data packing method applied for efficient data storage or transmission, and
data unpacking used for retrieving the original information, are presented with examples.
The Hardware accelerator design is primarily targeted to an FPGA, and also, an ASIC
implementation is presented in Appendix A. Hence a comparative perspective of the
FPGA design flow with ASIC design flow is detailed. Further, experiments are compared
and contrasted based on design efficiency metrics. Hence this chapter includes the
definition of these design efficiency metrics.

Figure 1: Hardware Accelerator Block Diagram

2.1

Universal and Asymptotically Optimal Compression Methods
We adopt the definition by P. Elias from his work “Universal Codeword Sets and

Representation of the Integers” [3].
5

Let 𝑆 be a source that produces unbounded integers 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + . A compression
algorithm 𝐴 is universal if the average length of the code (𝑙̅𝐴 ) produced by the algorithm
complies with:
lim 𝑙̅𝐴 = 𝐾1 × 𝐻(𝑠) + 𝐾2

𝑛→∞

where 𝐾1 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾2 ≥ 1 are constants and 𝐻(𝑠) represents the entropy of the source
[3].
A compression algorithm 𝐴 is asymptotically optimal if the average length of the
code (𝑙̅𝐴 ) produced by the algorithm complies with:
lim 𝑙̅𝐴 = 𝐻(𝑠) + 𝐾

𝑛→∞

where 𝐻(𝑠) represents the entropy of the source and 𝐾 ≥ 1 is a constant [3].

2.2

Variable Length Codes
Generally, a compression algorithm generates variable length codes for a given

source, based on its probability of occurrence. In general, the requirements from a
variable length code is that given any two symbols 𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏, if 𝑃(𝑎) ≥ 𝑃(𝑏), then 𝑙𝑎 ≤
𝑙𝑏 , where 𝑙𝑐 is the number of bits in the code-word for the symbol c [1]. Additionally, it
is required that the encoding is uniquely decodable. Elias Gamma code allocates a
variable number of bits to unbounded integers so that for every integer 𝑖, 𝑙𝑖 ≤ 𝑙𝑖+1 . Under
the assumption that for every integer 𝑖, 𝑃(𝑖) ≥ 𝑃(𝑖 + 1) the code is universal [3].

2.3

Elias Gamma Coding
Elias Gamma code is a universal lossless compression method, which provides

binary representation of the unbounded integers for memoryless sources [1]. The Elias
6

Gamma code being a variable-length code, achieves effective compression when applied
to lower range of integers. The Elias Gamma representation of a positive integer x
(whose size is assumed to be 32-bits throughout this thesis), where x ∈N={1, 2, 3, …}, is
obtained by prefixing the binary representation β(x) with zeros z(x). The number of
zeros in z(x) is (|β(x)|-1), where |β(x)| = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(log 2 (x + 1) .
For example, for x = 21:
•

The binary representation of 32-bits sized integer is:
β(21) = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

•

|β(21)| = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(log 2 (21 + 1) = 5,

•

z(21) = (|β(21)| − 1) = 4

•

Therefore, the Gamma code γ(21) = 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
The size of Elias Gamma code is given by {[2 |β(x)|] − 1}. In the above example,

the size is 9 bits.Table 1 provides three more examples of the integers, with columns
detailing the step-by-step approach to deriving the Elias Gamma code. The table has
omitted the inclusion of leading zeros of the 32-bits sized integers in the Binary
Representation column, to fit all content in the limited size.
Table 1: Examples of Elias Gamma Encoding
Binary
𝒛(𝒙) =
Equivalent
|𝛃(𝐱)| =
β(x)
0x0000000E 1110
0x00000019 11001
0x00000020 100000
Integer
(32 bits)

2.4

(|𝛃(𝐱)| − 𝟏)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝐥𝐨𝐠 𝟐 (𝐱 + 𝟏)
3
4
5

Zeros
insertion

Elias Gamma
Code - γ (x)

Code Size (bits)
{[𝟐 |𝛃(𝐱)|] − 𝟏}

000
0000
00000

0001110
000011001
00000100000

7
9
11

Data Packing
Efficient storage or communication of data is possible by combining multiple

symbols of variable length, to create a standard sized packet. Elias gamma encoding of
7

integers yields varying sizes of symbols. These symbols can be packed together into a
stream of bytes for efficient storage or transmission.
Consider two Elias Gamma code symbols, Symbol-0 of 3-bits and Symbol-1 of 5bits in size. These two symbols can be packed together into a single byte. Thus,
generating a single-byte of packed data representing two symbols. Table 2 illustrates this
example of combining two symbols into a single packed byte, by placing the symbol-0
from bit-0 through bit-2, followed by the symbol-1 from bit-3 through bit-7 of the packed
byte.
Table 2: Example of Data Packing

Symbol
Bits

Bit
4

Packed
Data Bits

Bit
7

Symbol 1
Symbol 0
(Size: 5-bits)
(Size: 3-bits)
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit
Bit
Bit
3
2
1
0
2
1
0
Packed Byte 0
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit
Bit
Bit
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Consider the following example:
•

Two input integers (32-bits in size) of value 0x20 and 0x50.

•

Their equivalent Gamma codes are:
o γ(0x20) = 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
o γ(0x50) = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

•

Packing these symbols into a stream of bytes, by placing the symbol for 0x20 in
the LSB, followed by the symbol for 0x50, we get:
o 00000010 10000000 00100000 
o Packed data bytes: 0x20, 0x80, 0x02

8

2.5

Data Unpacking
A receiver must unpack the data before subjecting it to decode, to retrieve the

original information. Elias Gamma code being a prefix code eliminates the need for
marker insertion to differentiate adjacent symbols in a packed data. If the pack stage of
the data compression engine packs leading zeros first, then the decompression engine can
unpack data easily by counting the number of zeros received. Consider the following
example:
•

Two input integers (32-bits) of value 0x00000002 and 0x00000005.

•

Their equivalent Gamma codes are:
o γ(2) = 0 1 0
o γ(5) = 0 0 1 0 1

•

These two Gamma codes can be packed into a single byte, with leading bits
packed first as shown in Table 3 that highlights the bit positions with color-coding.

•

Data unpacking engine, having received the packed byte, counts the zeros from
the LSB. In the above example, the initial zero count is of value 0x1. This
zerocount is used to calculate the size of the mantissa as = zerocount + 1, which
is 0x2 for this example. This size information is then utilized by the Decode
Engine to retrieve the remaining bits (0 1) and reorder them (1 0) to recover the
original message. In this example, the data restored is 0x2.

9

Table 3: Example of Data Packing with MSB First
Input
Symbol
Bits
Output
Packed
Data Bits

Bit
4
0
Bit
7
1

Symbol 1 (γ(5))
Symbol 0 (γ(2))
(Size: 5-bits)
(Size: 3-bits)
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit
Bit
Bit
3
2
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
Packed Byte 0
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit
Bit
Bit
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

The operations of counting zeros in unpack stage and then recovering the original
message by reordering the bits in decode stage is continued in a loop. Hence, a single
decompression engine is used to perform these operations of unpacking and decoding
collectively. A packed byte can either be populated beginning with the MSB position or
LSB. Our implementation follows the later, by populating the data beginning with the
LSB position of the packed byte.

2.6

Design Methodologies
Hardware design follows either top-down methodology or bottom-up

methodology.
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2.6.1

Top-down Design Methodology
In a top-down design methodology [4], specifications are first distributed among

multiple individual modules. As a next step, the internal implementation of these modules
is worked out. Figure 2 shows the hierarchical, top-down design. The direction of the
arrows indicates the order of development, from top module down to lowest level
modules.

Figure 2: Top-down Design Hierarchy
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2.6.2

Bottom-up Design Methodology
Initially, in this design methodology [4], basic building blocks are designed and

stored. Furthermore, these basic building blocks are used to design higher-level modules
with complicated functionality. For example, registers, basic logic gates (AND, NAND,
NOR, etc.), or buffers are designed first; then these blocks are used to create next-level
components like shift registers, adders, or multipliers. Figure 3 shows the bottom-up
design with the direction of arrows indicating the order of development. In the bottom-up
methodology, the lowest-level modules are designed first and then are combined to form
the next higher-level module.

Figure 3: Bottom-up Design Hierarchy

2.7

Hardware Design and Implementation
Hardware is designed, verified, and implemented with the help of electronic

design automation (EDA) tools. Examples of the EDA tools includes: Simulators
(ModelSim™ from Mentor™, VCS™ from Synopsys™), Synthesis tools (Leonardo
Spectrum™ from Mentor™, Design Compiler™ from Synopsys™), and place and route

12

tools (IC Compiler™ from Synopsys™). The design can either be targeted to an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and/or a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA).

2.7.1

ASIC
ASICs are integrated circuits designed to perform a specific functionality such as

modems in communication systems, Direct Memory Access (DMA), or Serial Protocol –
Universal Serial Bus (USB) Controller.

2.7.1.1 ASIC Design Flow
Figure 4 depicts the design flow of ASIC, detailing the stages from design
specification through the product release.
Design Specifications
Architectural Design
Hardware Design
Pre-Silicon Validation
Synthesis
Backend Design and
Validation
Silicon Tapeout
Manufacturing Tests
Post-Silicon Validation
Release
Figure 4: ASIC Design and Implementation Flow
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2.7.1.2 Design Specifications
Every product begins with design specifications. These design specifications
cover key functional features (e.g., integer compression, data packing, data unpacking, or
decompression), performance targets (speed of the design), power consumption, and the
area required. These high-level specifications are further broken down into detail at the
next step.

2.7.1.3 Architectural Design
High-level architectural details are designed based on the design specifications.
For example, to achieve the required speed, several speed-up techniques are included as
part of the design. The architecture is modeled in high-level languages like C/C++ for
verifying the achievable targets.

2.7.1.4 Hardware Design
Based on the fine details laid out by the architectural design, hardware
functionality is captured for implementation. Typically, Hardware Descriptive Languages
(HDL) like Verilog, Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware Description
Language (VHDL), or both are used to convert the architectural definition into
implementable hardware logic.

2.7.1.5 Pre-Silicon Validation
Pre-silicon validation is the stage of validation of the designed hardware logic
before it is manufactured. This step is also called white-box testing because the entire
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designed hardware is visible and accessible for debugging. Pre-silicon validation is
carried out in several phases including unit-level testing, interconnection testing, and fullchip testing. In unit-level testing, a single functional block is validated in a stand-alone
mode. Once unit-level testing is completed, the validation focuses on interconnection
testing, where the given unit is validated for its communication with neighboring blocks.
After all units go through these kinds of tests the entire design is integrated and tested as
a single chip. This final step is called full-chip validation.

2.7.1.6 Synthesis
In the semiconductor industry, automation tools aid in synthesizing the design.
Examples of EDA tools include: Design Compiler from Synopsys and Precision
Synthesis from Mentor Graphics. In this step, synthesis tool converts the HDL-based
logic to low-level implementable circuits referred to as the Netlist. This Netlist consists
of combinations of transistors that represent digital logic gates. The Netlist serves as
input to the backend design.

2.7.1.7 Backend Design and Validation
In backend design, the synthesized Netlist is mapped to technology-specific gates.
The technology is stated in terms of the transistor gate width in nanometers: e.g., 90nm,
45nm, or 22nm. In this step, many complex blocks are manually placed and routed for
achieving area and power efficiency. Then the placed and routed design, referred to as
Netlist, is used in the factory for manufacturing ASIC.
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2.7.1.8 Silicon Tapeout and Manufacturing Tests
Based on the final Netlist, ASIC is manufactured with the help of sophisticated
machinery. These ASICs are then subjected to manufacturing defect testing. The testing
identifies manufacturing faults in the chip, helping to determine its health.

2.7.1.9 Post Silicon Validation
ASIC is subjected to the final stage of Post Silicon Validation. Here, the chip is
connected with the rest of the circuitry of the final product. Functional tests are run on
this setup. This forms the final step before the product, along with the designed ASIC, is
released into the market.

2.7.2

FPGA
FPGA is a programmable device, which consists of a matrix of Configurable

Logic Blocks (CLBs) connected via programmable interconnects [5]. Different
interconnects are fused to achieve the desired functionality through the logic being
realized. Although achievable speeds in FPGAs are limited in comparison to ASICs, they
provide a platform for prototyping an ASIC and realizing a hardware design quickly.
FPGA design flow varies from ASIC beyond the synthesis step.
Figure 5 [5] depicts the FPGA design flow. This section details only the design steps that
differ from ASICs.

16

Design Specifications

Architectural Design

Hardware Design

Pre-Silicon Validation

Synthesis

Design
Implementation

In-Circuit Validation

Figure 5: FPGA Design Flow

2.7.2.1 Design Implementation
After synthesis, the design is mapped to different configurable blocks in the
FPGA, along with the information of fusing different interconnects. The implementation
tool generates a bit file that is used for programming the device. This bit file is then
downloaded to the FPGA which configures it, as per the design intent.

2.7.2.2 In-Circuit Validation
In this step, a fully functional design is validated in-system. The FPGA is placed
in a development board, which permits in-circuit validation.
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2.7.3

FPGA Resources
FPGAs are comprised of a matrix of CLBs connected through programmable

interconnects. These CLBs consists of Look-Up Tables (LUTs), multiplexers (mux), and
Flip-Flops (FFs). LUTs are used to implement logic, and storage elements are used either
as flip-flops or latches. CLBs can be configured to perform a wide-range of logical
functions and store data. Other blocks include: Input-Output Block (IOB) and BlockRAMs (BRAMs). IOBs control the flow of data between the I/O pins and the internal
logic of the device. Each IOB supports bidirectional data flow and tristate operation.
Block RAMs enable data storage, by providing access to the data through either a singleport or a dual-port interface.

2.8

Efficiency of Hardware accelerator
The effectiveness of the Hardware accelerator for compression applications is

quantified by the following metrics:
1. Throughput: Defined as the number of symbols compressed or decompressed per
second (symbols/sec)
2. Latency: Defined as the average time elapsed from the appearance of a symbol at
the input of the system to the completion of its compression or decompression.
3. Power consumption: Power consumed by the accelerator presented in milliWatts
(mW).
4. Cost: Cost is often quantified as silicon area or a number of gates required to
realize the design. As this design is targeted to the FPGA, the resources refer to
the on-chip configurable blocks of the FPGA.
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This chapter presents literature review emphasizing the fundamental differences
of related works, in comparison to the Hardware accelerator implementation for Elias
Gamma technique presented in our thesis. We carried out an extensive literature review
with a focus on the hardware implementation of Elias Gamma method. However, we
found only the work carried out by Schlegel et al. to be the closest match comparable to
our research. Hence, to provide a broader picture, we have included a few hardware
implementations of other compression techniques, as presented in this chapter.
Schlegel et al. have proposed a method of implementing Elias gamma code based
compression and decompression algorithms by exploiting a Single Instruction Multiple
Data (SIMD) instruction set [6]. Their methodology uses the SIMD approach for
compressing and decompressing small integers, using Null and Elias Gamma codes. With
this parallel approach, they have achieved 1.5x to 6.7x speedup in comparison to the
traditional sequential execution. However, their approach utilizes the software flow
implemented on a General-Purpose Processor, rather than a dedicated hardware
accelerator. Also, the work does not address the packing and unpacking of compressed
variable length codes.
Jones et al. have implemented the X-MatchPRO high-speed lossless data
compression algorithm on an FPGA [7]. Their algorithm achieves data independent
throughputs of 1.6 Gbit/s compression and decompression. A full-duplex implementation
has permitted a combined performance of 3.2 Gbit/s. They use the dictionary based
lossless compression technique, which is different from Elias Gamma coding.
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Kuang et al. have presented the ASIC implementation of Adaptive On-Line
Binary Arithmetic-Coding [8]. They have realized the compression and decompression
algorithm through the hardware modules consisting of an adaptive probability estimation
modeler (APEM), an arithmetic operation unit (AOU), and a normalization unit (NU).
They fabricated an ASIC in 0.8um chip that yields a compression rate of 3 Mb/s with a
clock rate of 25 MHz. This work builds on basic binary arithmetic coding technique and
has not explored Elias Gamma coding.
J. Jiang et al. has presented a novel software design of an arithmetic coding
algorithm [9]. Their approach is to optimize the arithmetic coding equations presented by
Witten et al. [10]. Based on the optimizations derived by solving the arithmetic coding
equations, the author concludes that hardware architecture can be directly designed to
implement the algorithm on a real-time basis. Although results are presented for the
software implementation of the algorithm, hardware implementation is only
hypothesized.
Based on the extensive literature review with focus on the hardware
implementation of Elias Gamma method, we understand our Hardware accelerator to be
the first work, which realizes Elias Gamma code in hardware, to research the throughput
achieved by targeting the design to a Xilinx FPGA.
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This chapter presents the design and validation methodology. The design
methodology section presents the high-level block diagram and discusses the
experiments. The validation methodology section details the use of test bench, to
compare reference implementation to the designed hardware. Also, an explanation of
formulae used for calculating the efficiency metrics is included in this chapter.

4.1

Design Methodology
The design of experiments encompasses the system diagram shown in Figure 6,

which was briefly mentioned earlier in CHAPTER 2. The Data Compression block
generates Elias Gamma coded symbols. These compressed symbols are then packed and
are either stored or transmitted. Stored or transmitted symbols are decoded by the Data
Decompression Engine. Although the diagram depicts a separate block for data
unpacking, the compression method followed in Elias Gamma encoding forces this block
to be redundant. However, data unpacking is shown as a separate block for articulating
the system functionality. Also, the storage or communication channel is not included in
the experimental designs.
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Figure 6: Hardware Accelerator Block Diagram

4.1.1

Experiments
We have conducted the following three experiments:

4.1.1.1 Fundamental Design
In this set of experiments, each functional unit specified in the system is designed,
implemented, and analyzed in a stand-alone approach. The design delivers relatively high
throughput with low latency and cost. By interconnecting these individually designed
modules, the Hardware accelerator was created, and its functionality has been tested. The
testing methodology is described later in this chapter.

4.1.1.2 Interconnected Design
This experiment focused on combining distinct functionalities into a single
module for optimal design. We combined the encoding and packing features into a
functional block. The efficiency metrics of this design have been analyzed and tabulated
in CHAPTER 9.
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4.1.1.3 System-level Optimizations
This experiment focused on optimizing the designed hardware for throughput
using techniques including: priority encoder, barrel shifter, and enhanced combinatorial
logic. This design yielded relatively higher throughput with lower latency and higher
cost, in comparison to the Fundamental design and the Interconnected design.

4.2

Validation Methodology
The design verification has been carried out through a System Verilog Test Bench

(SVTB). The test bench compared equivalence of input integer applied to the Encode
Engine, and output integer retrieved from the Decode Engine. The design of each
experiment builds incrementally over the prior designs. Hence the validation uses the
results from the prior designs as the golden reference. For example, the design in
experiment01 is validated based on the data outputted by the reference software
implementation, and validation of experiment02 relies on data from experiment01. The
data used for validation is explained in CHAPTER 5.
Figure 7 shows the HW accelerator design validation methodology in which, each
component’s output is validated in comparison to the data of the same module
implemented in the SW. The diagram shows that the encoded data from the HW Encode
Engine is compared to the output produced by SW Encode Engine. Then the encoded
data from the SW Encode Engine is applied to the HW Pack Engine, and its output is
validated against the SW Pack Engine’s data. This process of data application and then
comparison are repeated for every module.
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Figure 7: Hardware Accelerator Design Validation Methodology

4.3

Efficiency Metrics: Calculations
The Hardware accelerator is quantified by the efficiency metrics and this section

details the formulae associated with these efficiency metrics.

4.3.1

Latency
The latency of compression and decompression operations are calculated based on

the number of clocks consumed by the Hardware accelerator to produce an output after
the application of the input. The below formula will be used to calculate the latency.
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛 (𝜇𝑠) =

∑𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑓 (𝑀𝐻𝑧)

where 𝑛 − 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 , 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, … 31; 𝑓 − 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
As latency is a function of 𝑛 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒), the results present the range of latencies for
values of 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, 3 … 31, by emphasizing the best-case and worst-case latencies.
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4.3.2

Throughput
The throughput represents the number of compressed or decompressed symbols

produced by the Hardware accelerator over a unit time. Through this thesis, 1000ms (1
sec) is considered as the unit of time, thus representing the throughput as symbols/sec. As
the latency defines the time consumed by the Hardware accelerator to produce one
symbol, the throughput over a time interval of one second can be derived as:
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐 ×1 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛

where 𝑛 − 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, … 31.

4.3.3

Power Consumption
The power consumption is articulated through the power utilization report

generated from the Xilinx Vivado implementation tool suite.

4.3.4

Cost
The cost is presented through the measure of FPGA resource utilization.
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This chapter details the experimental setup used for designing and implementing
the Hardware accelerator. The test setup consists of Test Bench, Input Data and Output
Data. This test setup is realized using EDA Tool Suite, which is also detailed in this
chapter.

5.1

Test Setup
Figure 8 details the validation test setup of the Hardware Accelerator. The test

setup consists of the test bench, input data and output data.

5.1.1

Test Bench
The test bench is developed in System Verilog language. This logic encapsulates

the Hardware accelerator design-under-test (DUT) at the top level. The test bench applies
the stimuli to the DUT and captures the output. The output data is compared to the input
data for a match. If the data matches then the test is declared as pass, else is notified as a
failed. As the Hardware accelerator comprises of both the encoder and decoder, the
output data should be same as the input. Also, the test bench prints out debug information
in case of a failing test.

Figure 8: Hardware accelerator Test Setup
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5.1.1.1 Test Bench Components
The test bench consists of a driver, monitor, and checker. The driver applies the
stimulus to the DUT, while monitor captures the output. The monitor then sends the
captured data to the checker for validation. Figure 9 shows the test bench components.
The input data is contained in files, stored either as text (TXT) files or as comma
separated value (CSV) files. The driver reads the data from the file and applies it to the
DUT. The data contains the integer values to be inputted by the DUT. The driver also
drives the clock and reset signals to the DUT. The monitor captures the output produced
by the DUT. It waits for the assertion of the data_ready signal to capture the generated
output. This captured data is sent to the checker for validation. The checker also receives
the golden reference values. The checker generates the test results by comparing the DUT
output to the reference values.

DRIVER

DUT

MONITOR

Input Data

Golden Reference
Data

CHECKER

Figure 9: Test Bench Components
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5.1.2

Input Data
The stimuli (integers) applied to the design were generated based on input data

categorized as Synthetic Data and Real-World Data.

5.1.2.1 Synthetic Data
Synthetic Data is generated by a C program to cover the following ranges of
values:
•

Sequences of ordered integers in the range of 1 to 10000

•

Random Integers: Pseudo-random number generation logic based 32-bit integers

•

Powers of 2: Integers of 2𝑛 (20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , … 231 )

•

Power of 2 minus 1: Integers of 2𝑛 − 1 (21 − 1, 22 − 1, 23 − 1, 24 − 1, … 231 −
1)
3

3

3

3

•

Mid-value of Powers of 2: Integers of 2𝑛 ×

•

Mathematical distribution function based Gaussian Probability Distribution

2

3

(21 × 2 , 22 × 2 , 23 × 2 , … 231 × 2)

Function (GPDF) [11] and Poissons Function [11].
Figure 10 plots the sample space of the GPDF with data values ranging from 1 to 10.
Figure 10 also includes line graphs for value percentage, which shows that frequency of
occurrence decreases with increasing integer value. Also, cumulative percentages graph
shows that lower integer values contribute to >90% of the distribution. Figure 11 plots
the sample space of the Poisson’s distribution based data values ranging from 100 to 150.
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Figure 10: 0.5 Gaussian Probability Distribution Data Plot

Figure 11: Poisson Distribution Data Plot
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5.1.2.2 Real –World Data
The real-world data, whose sample size is of 10000 values, is captured from the
wiki pages of the internet into a text document. These values are applied to the DUT and
output is validated. This real-world data provides variations to the input integer applied to
the DUT in contrast to the synthetic monotonic data, thereby stress testing the DUT.
These real-world data, whose values are concentrated in lower range of integers,
emphasize Elias Gamma technique to be an effective data compression method, as Elias
Gamma delivers high compression ratios for lower range of integers.

5.2

EDA Tool Suite
The Hardware accelerator design primarily targeted to FPGA, is validated and

implemented through EDA tool suite Vivado™ from Xilinx. The Vivado™ Design Suite
houses the end-to-end solution from Design entry through its implementation.
Also, an ASIC implementation, presented in APPENDIX A, uses Synopsys™
Design Compiler ASIC synthesis tool. The ASIC design is targeted to a 45nm
technology, with design library provided by Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago.
Figure 12 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) of the Vivado™ Design Suite.
This tool supports various types of design implementation including: RTL Flow, IP Flow,
and High-level Synthesis. Our research uses the tool-suite in the RTL flow mode.
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Figure 12: Vivado™ Design Suite

The tool suite enables the design with the following stages:
1. Design Entry
2. Simulation
3. RTL Analysis
4. Synthesis
5. Implementation and debug
6. Program
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5.2.1

Design Entry
The Project Manager in Vivado enables design entry in any of the HDL

languages. It also provides HDL language constructs for faster design entry. This stage
helps in entering design constraints, including clock and area constraints, which could be
applied at the synthesis and implementation stages. Figure 13 captures Vivado Project
Manager window, which includes the option for adding or creating design sources and
constraints. Figure 13 also shows the Project Manager Settings window, which allows
options related to the project, simulation, synthesis, implementation, and program stages
to be set.

Figure 13: Vivado Project Manager

5.2.2

Simulation
The in-built simulator aids easy transitions between design entry and validation.

The simulation engine is intuitive and provides industry standard features such as: signal
forcing, wave dumping, and importantly debugging. The breakpoint and single-step
features helped in faster debug of multiple issues in the RTL. Figure 14 illustrates the
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simulation environment of the Vivado Design Suite. The simulation engine supports both
functional, and timing simulation. It also permits design simulation at various stages of
the design implementation including: design-entry, post-synthesis, and postimplementation. The bottom of the figure shows a TCL command window, in which TCL
commands can be entered to control the simulation.

Figure 14: Vivado Simulation Environment

5.2.3

RTL Analysis
The RTL analysis is supported by the tool through design elaboration. In design

elaboration, the design created in the Project Manager will be analyzed for syntactic and
semantic issues. The information provided by this sub-tool helps in identifying potential
implementation issues like inference of latches and ignored nets. This tool also provides
the schematic of DUT by allowing easier navigation through hierarchies of the design.
This schematic viewing option enables the user to understand the FPGA resources being
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mapped to realize the design. Figure 15 shows the RTL analysis tool in Vivado Design
Suite, along with an expanded view of the schematic diagram. Details of specific nets and
logic elements can be seen easily with a single-click.

Figure 15: Vivado™ RTL Analysis Tool

5.2.4

Synthesis
Vivado Synthesis tool converts the design entered in HDL language into a netlist,

which would be used by the implementation tool. The synthesis tool also permits the
addition of constraints and analyzes the design for meeting these constraints. Area,
timing, and power reports are also generated at this stage by considering the net delay
based on the target FPGA. Figure 16 shows the synthesis tool perspective of Vivado
Design Suite. Figure 16 shows the synthesis report, along with various sub-tools available
for post-synthesis design analysis. The tool generates post-synthesis timing and resource
utilization reports. Also, constraints can be changed and applied to the synthesized
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design. Vivado synthesis engine applies these constraints and updates the reports, without
the need to rerun the synthesis.

Figure 16: Vivado Synthesis Tool

5.2.5

Implementation
The Vivado™ Implementation tool places and routes the synthesized netlist to the

targeted FPGA. Area, timing, and power reports are also generated at this stage, by
considering the actual net delays of the targeted FPGA. Constraints can be updated and
an on-the-fly analysis, based on the implemented netlist, is presented by the tool. This
feature of the tool is of utmost importance, to meet the timing and area constraints. If the
applied clock constraints fail, it can be updated, and the tool will analyze the design
based on this updated constraint without the need to rerun the complete flow. Figure 17
shows the implementation tool view of Vivado Design Suite. Figure 17 captures the
placed and routed design layout as mapped to the targeted device. Timing and area
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constraints can be applied to the implemented design. If the area constraints impact the
current placement of the design, the tool will rerun the implementation flow to meet
constraints.

Figure 17: Vivado Implementation Tool

5.2.6

Program – Bit File Generation
The Vivado Program tool generates the bit file used for programming the target

FPGA to map FPGA resources to realize the desired design. The programming tool also
provides the option to connect to the target device. It automatically identifies devices
presented on a given board and allows the user to choose the device for programming.
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This section details the reference software implementation and three experimental
designs. Also, the architectures of the Encode Engine, Pack Engine, and Decode Engine
are detailed.

6.1

Software Implementation
The Elias Gamma compression and decompression functionalities are

implemented in software to aid a comparative study with the Hardware accelerators’
results. This experiment will support the performance evaluation of software vs hardware
results. The software, included in APPENDIX B, was implemented in C++ language and
realized on a standard desktop system.

6.2

Experiment 1: Fundamental Design
The Fundamental design focuses on realizing the HW accelerator functionality

with limited emphasis on optimizations. The three distinct components: Encoder, Packer,
and Decoder work together to build the Hardware accelerator.
A controller in a system can be designed either as a counter-based approach or as
a Finite State Machine (FSM). In this design, as the size of the incoming data determines
the number of clocks required for output generation, an FSM-based design approach is
followed.
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Figure 18 illustrates the block diagram of the Fundamental design. Figure 18
shows that the three modules are integrated to achieve the desired Hardware accelerator
functionality.

Figure 18: Fundamental Design – Block Diagram

6.2.1

Elias Gamma Encode Engine
Elias Gamma Encode Engine encodes input integers to their equivalent Gamma

codes. It also outputs the size of the encoded code, as an input to the next Engine. Elias
Gamma encoder FSM consists of three states:
•

S0_IDLE: State machine resides in this state until input integer becomes
available.

•

S1_ENCODE: Input integer is encoded into its equivalent Elias Gamma code,
along with computing the encoded data size.

•

S2_COMPLETE: Encoded data and its size are sent out with encoded_data_ready
signal asserted.

Figure 19 captures the FSM diagram and Table 4 details the state transitions, with their
respective conditions.
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Figure 19: Fundamental Design – Finite State Machine (FSM)

Table 4: Encode Engine – FSM State Transition Table
Source State

Destination State

S0_IDLE
S0_IDLE
S1_ENCODE
S1_ENCODE
S2_COMPLETE

S1_ENCODE
S0_IDLE
S2_COMPLETE
S1_ENCODE
S0_IDLE

Transition
Condition
(i_data_valid)
(!i_data_valid)
(completed)
(!completed)
One clock later

Table 4 shows that the FSM transitions from S0_IDLE state to S1_ENCODE state,

when the input data becomes available, which is indicated by the signal i_data_valid. The
transition from S1_ENCODE to S2_COMPLETE state occurs on completion of the data
encoding process, which is indicated by the completed signal. Then, the FSM moves back
to S0_IDLE state to repeat the flow.
Elias Gamma Encode Engine implements the logic for finding 𝑛 - the highest
power of 2 (2𝑛 ). The position of the leading-1 (first bit set from the MSB (Most
Significant Bit) onwards determines the value of 𝑛. Data size is calculated using this bit
position information. The encoder then sends the calculated data size, along with input
data, to the next stage. Figure 20 illustrates the architecture of the Elias Gamma Encoder.
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It shows the LOG2_MASK shift register, the comparator, and SIZE_COUNTER, along
with data flow amongst them. These blocks function together as follows:
1. With either the assertion of the reset signal or state machine’s transition to
S0_IDLE state, the LOG2_MASK (32-bits shift register) is initialized with data
value 0x8000_0000 and SIZE_COUNTER is initialized with value 0x1F.
2. An AND logic works as a comparator, by comparing the LOG2_MASK value
with the input integer. When the AND outputs a high, SIZE_COUNTER value is
used as data size, else the SIZE_COUNTER is decremented by one. Also,
LOG2_MASK register value is right-shifted by one position. This step of
comparing with the input integer and shifting the LOG2_MASK is repeated until
the leading-1’s position is found in the input integer.
3. On obtaining the leading-1’s position, the SIZE_COUNTER value is frozen. This
value is outputted as data size, to be used by the Pack Engine. Also, the input
integer is prefixed with 32-bits of zeros and outputted as encoded_data. The
encoded_data_ready signal indicates the availability of the encoded_data and
encoded_data_size.
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D

Figure 20: Fundamental Design: Encode Engine: Architectural Diagram

6.2.2

Pack Engine
Data packing Engine takes advantage of variable length Elias Gamma code to

further compress the data for efficient storage and communication. Leading bits are
packed first resulting in BIG Endian format based packed data. This method of packing is
employed to facilitate easier decoding. The Decode Engine can count zeros until it
encounters a set bit, thus finding the data size. This method of packing eliminates the
need for additional house-keeping information required for data decode. The Pack Engine
then outputs packed data as a byte stream.
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Figure 21 depicts the Pack Engine FSM. It consists of three states:
•

S0_IDLE: State machine resides in this state until data becomes available.

•

S1_PACK: Data is packed into 8-bit sized packets. This state will transition back
to S0_IDLE when more data is required to fill the 8-bits of a packet.

•

S2_OUTPUT: Packed data is sent out along with asserting data_ready signal. On
elapse of one clock cycle, this state transitions back to S1_PACK, if data is still
available for packing, else it goes back to S0_IDLE, to wait for more data to be
received.

Figure 21: Pack Engine – FSM

Table 5 Illustrates the pack state machine transition along with their respective
transition conditions.
Table 5: Pack Engine – FSM State Transition Table
Source State

Destination State

Transition Condition

S0_IDLE

S0_IDLE

(!i_encoded_data_ready)

S0_IDLE
S1_PACK

S1_PACK
S0_IDLE

(i_encoded_data_ready)
(next_data_flag).(!pack_done)

S1_PACK
S1_PACK

S1_PACK
S2_OUTPUT

(!next_data_flag).(!pack_done)
(pack_done)

S2_OUTPUT

S0_IDLE

(next_data_flag)

Table 5 shows that state machine transitions from S0_IDLE to S1_PACK state on
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encoded data being available, which is indicated by the signal i_encoded_data_ready.
S1_PACK state transitions to S2_OUTPUT when a packed byte is ready to be sent out,
where signal pack_done indicates this condition. The controller moves to S0_IDLE state
from S1_PACK, when further data is required to fill up a byte. When the next_data_flag
is set, S2_OUTPUT state transitions to S0_IDLE state, else the state machine moves to
S1_PACK state to begin the packing of next byte.
Figure 22 details the architecture of Pack Engine. The encoded_data is registered
and stored on the assertion of encoded_data_ready. This encoded_data is read one bit at a
time, based on data size outputted by the Encode Engine. Thus, read data is shifted into
the packed_data register, until all 8-bits of the register are filled. Once the packed_data
register fills up, the packed byte is generated by asserting packed_data_ready. Below
steps details this packing functionality:
1.

The Encoded_data register and data_size counter, are initialized with the input
information of encoded_data and encoded_data_size, respectively.

2. The Packed_data counter is initialized with value 0x8 to indicate that 8-bits of
data must be filled to create a byte of packed data.
3. On every clock, when the data_size and Packed_data counters are of non-zero
value, one-bit of data from Encoded_data register is shifted into the packed byte
beginning from MSB, down to LSB. Also, data_size and Packed_data counters
are decremented.
4. When the Packed_data counter reaches zero, indicating a filled packed byte,
output generation is triggered along with the assertion of the packed_data_ready
signal.
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5. If the data_size counter is a non-zero value, the packing process described from
step-2 onwards is repeated, else the state machine waits for the next encoded data
to be available before beginning the packing process.

Figure 22: Fundamental Design: Pack Engine: Architectural Diagram

6.2.3

Decode Engine
Decode Engine starts with counting the leading zeros z(x), which aids in the

calculation of the encoded data size. This count z(x) results in Data Size = (𝑧(𝑥)× 2) +
1. Decode Engine then copies the mantissa bits from packed data based on calculated
data size.
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Figure 23 captures decoder FSM. It consists of five states. A single data decode
takes a minimum of 4 clocks as FSM crosses different states, with each state consuming a
clock cycle. The FSM states are:
•

S0_IDLE: State machine resides in this state until data is available.

•

S1_ZERO_COUNT: As MSBs are packed first, counting zeros from LSB of
received data, yields the data size. The state machine counts one zero per clock

Figure 23: Fundamental Design: Decoder Engine FSM

and remains in this state until a bit with value 0x1 is encountered.
•

S2_DECODE: This state captures the mantissa bits of data to be decoded based
on zeros' count calculated in the previous S1_ZERO_COUNT state. This state
also flips the order of the bits to LITTLE ENDIAN format to represent the
original data.

•

S4_WAIT4DATA: The state machine moves to this state either from
S1_ZERO_COUNT state or S2_DECODE state. This state waits for more data to
be available to return to the previous state for either zeros count or decode state to
continue.
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•

S3_OUTPUT: Decoded data is decremented by 0x1, to reverse the effect of
incrementing data by 0x1 in the encoding stage. Thus, decremented data is copied
to the output register, and the data_valid signal is asserted to indicate the
availability of decoded data.
Table 6 illustrates Decode Engine state machine transitions along with their

respective transition condition.
Table 6: Fundamental Design: Decode Engine – FSM State Transition Table
Source State

Destination State

Transition Condition

S0_IDLE

S1_ZERO_COUNT

S0_IDLE

S0_IDLE

S1_ZERO_COUNT

S2_DECODE

S1_ZERO_COUNT

S1_ZERO_COUNT

S1_ZERO_COUNT
S2_DECODE
S2_DECODE
S2_DECODE

S4_WAIT4DATA
S2_DECODE
S3_OUTPUT
S4_WAIT4DATA

S3_OUTPUT

S1_ZERO_COUNT

S3_OUTPUT
S4_WAIT4DATA

S0_IDLE
S2_DECODE

(i_packed_data_ready).(decoder_ready)
(!decoder_ready) +
(decoder_ready).(!i_packed_data_ready)
(!more_zero_data).(zero_flag)
(!more_zero_data).(!zero_flag) +
(more_zero_data).(zero_flag)
(more_zero_data).(!zero_flag)
(!more_data).(!decode_done)
(decode_done)
(more_data). (!decode_done)
(!valid_bits[3:1]).(valid_bits[0]) +
(!valid_bits[3:2]).(valid_bits[1])
+ (!valid_bits[3]).(valid_bits[2]) +
(valid_bits[3])
(!valid_bits[3:0])
(!in_zero_count).(i_packed_data_ready)

S4_WAIT4DATA
S4_WAIT4DATA

S1_ZERO_COUNT
S4_WAIT4DATA

(in_zero_count).(i_packed_data_ready)
(!i_packed_data_ready)

Figure 24 shows the architectural diagram of Decode Engine. Packed data is
shifted one bit at a time to count leading zeros until a set bit is encountered. Then the bits
are shifted out to recover the actual data, and rearranged to produce a 32-bit decoded
value. Mantissa counter aids in retrieving encoded bits from packed_data, and serves as
an index into decoded_data register for swapping the bits.
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Further implementation details are described in below steps:
1. On assertion of the packed_data_ready signal, the input Packed_data (8 bits) is
captured into a shift register. Also, a data_valid counter is initialized to a value of
0x8, to indicate that 8-bits of data contained in the shift register are valid.
2. With every clock, one bit of data contained in the shift register is shifted out and
compared. The comparator intends to find a set bit. If the comparison yields a
zero, the Zero_counter is incremented, else the current Zero_counter value is
loading into the mantissa_counter to retrieve the corresponding bits of the input
data.
3. Following the initialization of the mantissa_counter, one bit per clock cycle is
shifted out from the input data into the output decoded_data register. The output
decoded_data register is filled beginning with MSB first. This operation reverses
the effect of bit-swapping performed by the Pack Engine. Also, mantissa_counter
is decremented to indicate the data bits captured in the decoded_data register.
4. As the mantissa_counter reaches zero, highlighting the completion of decode
operation, the decoded_data_ready signal is asserted. The decode_data is
registered and presented as an output.
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Figure 24: Fundamental Design: Decode Engine: Architectural Diagram

6.3

Experiment 2: Interconnected Design
The interconnected design aims to collapse multiple engines with related

functionalities into a single functional unit. In the previous experiment of Fundamental
design, individual modules handled distinct functionalities. However, this experiment
combines the encode and pack features into a single EncodePack Engine. The
EncodePack Engine eliminates redundant FSM states, thereby enabling faster encode and
pack, as compared to Fundamental Design.
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Figure 25 illustrates the block diagram of the Interconnected Design and shows
Encode and Pack Engines as a single entity.

Figure 25: Interconnect Design - Block Diagram

Figure 26 details the EncodePack Engine FSM. With this design, the functionality
of data encoding and packing together consumes four states, as compared to six states in
Experiment01.

Figure 26: Interconnect Design: EncodePack Engine - Finite State Machine

s.

Table 7 illustrates the EncodePack Engine state machine transitions along with

their respective transition conditions.
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Table 7: Interconnect Design: EncodePack Engine - FSM State Transition Table
Source State

Destination State

Transition Condition

S0_IDLE
S0_IDLE

S1_ENCODE
S0_IDLE

(encoder_ready).(i_data_valid)
(!encoder_ready) + (encoder_ready).(!i_data_valid)

S1_ENCODE
S1_ENCODE

S1_ENCODE
S2_PACK

(!encode_done)
(encode_done)

S2_PACK
S2_PACK

S0_IDLE
S2_PACK

(next_data_flag).(!pack_done)
(!next_data_flag).(!pack_done)

S2_PACK
S3_OUTPUT
S3_OUTPUT

S3_OUTPUT
S0_IDLE
S2_PACK

(pack_done)
(next_data_flag)
(!next_data_flag)

6.4

Experiment 3: System-Level Optimizations
The previous experiments of Fundamental Design and Interconnected Design

focused mainly on achieving Hardware accelerator's functionality with no emphasis on
performance. However, this experiment of System-Level Optimizations focuses on
improving the performance of design. To this effect, the design uses a priority encoder to
find the highest power of 𝑛 𝑖𝑛 2𝑛 of input data, as compared to the use of SHIFT and
AND operations employed in prior designs. The priority encoder yields one encoded
Elias Gamma code per clock cycle. Thus, achieving the encode latency of one clock per
input data, which is constant across varying data sizes. The encode latency of earlier
designs depends on incoming data size, and hence is not a constant value. This
improvement in encode latency compromises the highest possible frequency of operation
and the associated cost. As the priority encoder becomes the critical path of the circuit by
inducing the longest delay, it dictates the maximum achievable frequency. In comparison
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to earlier designs, this logic also increases the system cost by increasing the design's gate
count and power consumed.
Figure 27 captures the schematic diagram of the System-Level Optimized
Design’s EncodePack Engine. The diagram highlights the priority encoder section of the
system. Figure 28 shows the schematic diagram of the Interconnected Design’s encoder
to provide a comparative perspective to Figure 27. It can be observed that the priority
encoder logic spans multiple levels in comparison to the encoder logic of the
Interconnected design, thereby increasing the path delay. This increased path length
restricts the maximum achievable frequency in System-Level Optimized Design.
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Priority Encoder

Figure 27: System-Level Optimizations Design - EncodePack Schematic
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Figure 28: Interconnected Design - Encoder Schematic Diagram

This section details the validation of the Hardware accelerator by explaining the
System Verilog Test Bench (SVTB) implementation. Also, simulation captures of all the
experiments are presented to emphasize the design validation.

7.1

System Verilog Test Bench (SVTB)
The Hardware accelerator’s SVTB is implemented to comprise three distinct

components: the driver, monitor, and checker, capable of functioning independently. The
checker requires the output file generated by the monitor along with a reference data file.
Figure 29 illustrates the test bench architecture and shows that the driver applies the
integer values stored in the input file to DUT. Also, the checker compares data captured
by the monitor with golden reference values.

DRIVER

DUT

MONITOR

Input Data
(TXT or CSV)

Reference Golden
Data (CSV)

CHECKER

Figure 29: Test Bench: Architecture
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Figure 30 presents the test bench execution flow, highlighting the operations
performed by the driver, monitor, and checker. The test bench begins execution by
initializing variables and registers used by all tasks. Three tasks representing driver,
monitor, and checker are created, with the driver and monitor tasks running in parallel,
followed by the checker task. The driver task drives clocks, reset, and input data, while
monitor captures the output data and latency values. The driver applies the input integers,
read from either a text or a CSV file to the DUT. The monitor task tabulates the captured
output data along with latency and input data to a CSV file. Once the driver and monitor
tasks complete execution, the checker task is started. The checker validates the DUT by
comparing the output data captured by the monitor, with the golden reference values
stored in a separate CSV file. The validation methodology explained in 4 is employed to
verify the design of each experiment.

Figure 30: Test Bench: Flow Diagram
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7.2

Design Simulation
The industry standard simulation tool from Xilinx aided the design simulation to

achieve the validation milestones. This section discusses simulation results of
experiments by presenting pictures of the design simulation, as viewed in a simulator's
wave window.

7.2.1

Experiment 1: Fundamental Design
The Fundamental design was developed as three individual modules, later

integrated to function as the Hardware accelerator. Hence the simulation results are
presented individually for the Encode, Pack, and Decode Engines.

7.2.1.1 Encode Engine
Figure 31 shows the simulation result for an input data value of 0x32 and its
calculated data size of 0x0b. The encoded data is incremented by 0x1, to accommodate
coding of data value 0x0, as Elias Gamma code cannot represent a zero value. The
decoder is expected to decrement 0x1 from the decoded data.

encoded_data
= 0x33

input_data
= 0x32

Encoded
data_size=
0x0b

Figure 31: Fundamental Design: Encode Engine – Simulation Capture
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7.2.1.2 Pack Engine
Figure 32 shows simulation results of packed data. The input Elias Gamma
encoded data of value 0x55, with data size 0x0d, is packed into the first 8-bits packet of
value 0x40. This packed value appears different from input data, as leading bits are
packed first.

encoded_data
= 0x55

encoded_data_size
= 0x0d

packed_data = 0x40
(MSB packed first)

Figure 32: Fundamental Design: Pack Engine Simulation Capture

7.2.1.3 Decode Engine
Figure 33 shows simulation results of the decoded data. The input packet data of
value 0xa6 applied to the decoder, results in a pair of decoded data of value 0x2 and 0x4
represented in 32-bits.
Packed Data =
0xa6

Decoded Data =
0x02

Decoded Data =
0x04

Figure 33: Fundamental Design: Decode Engine Simulation Capture
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7.2.2

Experiment 2: Interconnected Design
The Interconnected design combined the functionality of the Encode and Pack

Engines into a single EncodePack module. To articulate the validation of this integrated
module, simulation capture for EncodePack Engine is presented, along with system-level
results.
Figure 34 shows simulation results of the encoded and packed data through the
single EncodePack Engine. Input data of value 0x2 and 0x4 are encoded and packed into
a single 8-bit value of 0xa6. The S2_PACK state of the FSM, transitions to S0_IDLE, to
wait for the next data when the previously packed data does not fill an 8-bits value.

Input Data =
0x02

Input Data =
0x04

Packed Data =
0xa6

Figure 34: Interconnected Design: EncodePack Engine Simulation Capture

Figure 35 captures a complete cycle of encode-pack-decode functionality
achieved by the Experiment02 design. It shows input data of value 0x2 and 0x4, encoded
to be 0x3 and 0x5 respectively. Further, this encoded data is simulated to result in a
packed data of an 8-bit value 0xa6, and then decoded back to the original values of 0x2
and 0x4.
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Input Data = 0x2

Encoded Data = 0x3,
DataSize = 3 bits

Input Data = 0x4

Packed Data = 0xa6

Decoded Data = 0x2

Encoded Data = 0x5,
DataSize = 5 bits

Decoded Data = 0x4

Figure 35: Interconnected Design: System Simulation Capture

7.2.3

Experiment 3: System-level Optimized Design
The System-level Optimized design used optimization techniques, including

priority encoder and logic replication, to speed-up the design. Here the system’s
simulation results are presented highlighting the speed-up of encoding operation with the
use of priority encoder logic.
Figure 36 captures a complete cycle of encode-pack-decode functionality
achieved by the Experiment03 design. The diagram highlights the effect of priority
encoder by pointing the completion of the encode phase in one clock after the input is
applied.
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Input Data Applied

Data Encoded in 1
clock

Decoded Data = 0x02

Decoded Data = 0x04

Figure 36: System-level Optimized Design: Simulation Capture
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This section presents results along with a comparative analysis of the
experiments’ efficiency metrics. The results refer to encoded and packed data together as
compression data and decoded data as decompression data.
The Xilinx® Zynq® programmable SoC xc7z020clg484-1, contained in the
ZedBoard™ Zynq evaluation and development kit, is used as the target FPGA for the
experiments. Hence, the data presented follows the design specifications of the Zynq
programmable SoC.
The synthetic data series 2𝑛 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑛 = 0, 1, … , 31, is used for evaluating the
latency and throughput. Due to Elias Gamma code being a variable length code, to assess
the minimum and maximum latencies and throughputs, this data series presents the entire
range of interest. Therefore, performance analysis relies on this synthetic data series.

8.1

Software Implementation: Results
The results present the latency and throughput efficiency metrics, while cost and

power analysis of software implementation are out of the scope of this work.

8.1.1

Compression Latency
Figure 37 plots the software implementation data of Elias Gamma code size (bits)

vs Compression Latency (s). As the data size increases, it can be observed that the
compression latency shows minimal variation.
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Elias Gamma Code Size vs Compression Latency
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
GammaCodeSize

Compression-Latency(uS)

Figure 37: Software Implementation: Elias Gamma Code Size (bits) vs Compression
Latency (us)

The plot shows an initial high-value, which could be attributed to the additional
first-time setup operations performed by the library function used for calculating 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 .

Table 8 summarizes the best and worst-case compression latencies. These values
are used to calculate the compression throughput range.
Table 8: Software Implementation: Best and Worst-Case Compression Latencies
𝝁𝑺
3

Compression Latency
Best Case Latency (min)
Worst Case Latency (max)

7

Table 8 shows the minimum and maximum latencies of the Compression Engine.
These values also indicate that a symbol is generated for a given latency (𝜇𝑠). The
compression throughput for the software implementation can be calculated using:
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𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
3𝜇𝑠

= 333.33 𝐾 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑆𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
7𝜇𝑠

= 142.85 𝐾 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
Table 9 summarizes the compression efficiency metrics of the software

implementation.
Table 9: Software Implementation: Summary of Compression Efficiency Metrics

8.1.2

Compression

Latency (𝛍𝐬)

Throughput (𝐬𝐲𝐦𝐛𝐨𝐥𝐬⁄𝐬𝐞𝐜)

Best Case

3

333.33 K

Worst Case

7

142.85 K

Decompression Latency
Figure 38 plots the software implementation data of Elias Gamma code size (bits)

vs Decompression Latency (s). The results show a steady increase in the decompression
latency along with an increase in data size. As the data size increases, a symbol takes up
more than one packed byte, thus resulting in an increased decompression latency.
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Elias Gamma Code Size vs Decompression Latency
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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n in 2n
GammaCodeSize

Decompression-Latency(uS)

Figure 38: Software Implementation: Elias Gamma Code Size (bits) vs Decompression
Latency (us)

Table 10 lists the best and worst-case decompression latencies. These values are
used to calculate the decompression throughput range.
Table 10: Software Implementation: Best and Worst-Case Decompression Latencies

8.1.3

Decompression Latency
Best Case Latency (min)

𝛍𝐬
2

Worst Case Latency (max)

20

Decompression Throughput
Table 10 shows the minimum and maximum latencies of the Decompression

Engine. These values also indicate that a symbol is generated for a given latency (𝜇𝑆).
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The decompression throughput for the software implementation can be calculated using:
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
2𝜇𝑠

= 500 𝐾 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
= 50 𝐾 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
20𝜇𝑠

Table 11 summarizes the decompression efficiency metrics of the software

implementation.
Table 11: Software Implementation: Summary of Decompression Efficiency Metrics
Latency (𝛍𝐬)

Throughput (𝐬𝐲𝐦𝐛𝐨𝐥𝐬⁄𝐬𝐞𝐜)

Best Case

2

500 K

Worst Case

20

50 K

Compression

8.2

Experiment 1: Fundamental Design
The Fundamental design comprises of three distinct modules performing encode,

pack and decode operations. The Encode and the Pack Engines' data are shown
individually and are then summarized to present the compression data. Also, the data will
be compared to the Software Implementation results.

8.2.1

Compression Latency
This design targeted to the Xilinx™ Zynq™ FPGA achieved the maximum

frequency of 166.66 MHz, leading to the clock period of 6ns. This clock period is used to
calculate the latency in fractions of seconds.
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Figure 39 plots the Encode Engine data of Elias Gamma Code Size in bits vs
Encode latency in clocks consumed. The data shows that the encode latency is inversely
proportional to the data size. The lower values of n consume higher clocks to encode the
data as the order for finding highest power of 2 is worked from MSB down to the LSB.
Elias Gamma Code Vs. Encode Latency
70
60
50
40

34

30
20
10

3

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

n in 2n
Gamma Code Size (bits)

Encode-Latency (clocks)

Figure 39: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Elias Gamma Code vs Encode Latency

Figure 40 plots the Pack Engine data of Elias Gamma Code Size in bits vs Pack
latency in clocks consumed. The data shows that the pack latency is directly proportional
to the data size. The lower values of n have lesser bits to be packed and hence consume a
lower number of clock cycles as compared to the higher values of n.
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Elias Gamma Code vs Pack Latency
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Figure 40: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Elias Gamma Code vs Pack Latency

Figure 41 plots the Fundamental Design’s data of Elias Gamma Code Size in bits
vs Compression Latency in ns. It highlights the minimal latency of 216ns and a
maximum latency of 540ns. The compression latency for a value of 𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝟐𝒏 is calculated
as:
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛 (𝑛𝑠) =

𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒_𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛 + 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛
𝑓

Example:
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦0 (𝑛𝑠) =

34 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 + 2 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
= 36 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 ∗ 6𝑛𝑠 = 216𝑛𝑠
166.66 𝑀𝐻𝑧
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Elias Gamma Code vs Compression Latency
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Figure 41: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Elias Gamma Code vs Compression Latency

Table 12 summarizes the best and worst-case compression latencies of the
Fundamental Design.
Table 12: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Best and Worst-Case Compression Latencies
Compression Latency
Best Case Latency (min)

𝒏𝑺
216

Worst Case Latency (max)

540

Table 12 shows the minimum and maximum latencies of the Compression Engine.
These values also indicate one symbol being produced for a given 𝑛𝑆. The compression
throughput for the Fundamental Design can be arrived at:

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =
=

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

1000 𝑚𝑠
= 4.63 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
216 𝑛𝑠
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𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =
=

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥

1000 𝑚𝑠
= 1.85 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
540 𝑛𝑠

Table 13 summarizes the compression efficiency metrics of the Fundamental
design.
Table 13: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Summary of Compression Efficiency Metrics
Latency (𝐧𝐬)

Throughput (𝐬𝐲𝐦𝐛𝐨𝐥𝐬⁄𝐬𝐞𝐜)

Best Case

216

4.63 M

Worst Case

540

1.85 M

Compression

Figure 42 Plots the compression data throughput in symbols⁄sec. It shows the
maximum compression throughput of 4.63 M symbols/sec and minimum throughput of
1.85 M symbols/sec.
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Compression Throughput (M Symbols/sec)

4.63
4.39

4.50
4.07

3.97

3.88

3.79
3.47 3.40
3.33 3.27

M Symbols/sec

3.03 2.98
2.92 2.87
2.69 2.65 2.60
2.56

2.42 2.38 2.35
2.31

2.19 2.16 2.14 2.11
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Figure 42: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Data Compression Throughput
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8.2.2

Compression: Comparative Analysis
The compression data of Experiment 1 – The Fundamental Design, is compared

to the Software Implementation. Figure 43 articulates this comparison. The data shows
that the SW Data Compression latency ranges between 3S – 7S, whereas the hardware
implementation incurs 0.2S – 0.5S of latency, providing a maximum of 14x and a
minimum of 13x improvement over the SW Implementation.

HW Compression Latency vs SW Compression Latency
8000
7000

Latency (ns)

6000
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0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
n in 2n

HW Compression-Latency(ns)

SW Compression-Latency(nS)

Figure 43: Compression Latency Comparison: HW vs SW

A dedicated hardware accelerator targeted to an FPGA yields valuable speed
improvements over the software implementation. The configurable logic of the FPGA
limits the maximum achievable frequencies to hundreds of MHz. However, an ASIC
implementation would provide higher throughputs in the order of GHz, by significantly
reducing the compression latencies.
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Table 14 summarizes the compression data of both the Hardware accelerator
implementation of Experiment 1 and the Software Implementation.
Table 14: Compression Data Comparison: HW Implementation in Expr01 vs Software
Implementation
Expr1:
Software
Expr1:
Software
Speed
Hardware
Latency
Hardware
Throughput
Improvement in
Throughput
(𝒏𝒔)
Latency (𝒏𝒔)
(𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)
HW
(𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)
3000

216

333.33 K

4.63 𝑀

14X

7000

540

142.85 K

1.85 𝑀

13X

8.2.3

Decompression Latency
This design targeted to the Xilinx FPGA achieved the frequency of 166.66 MHz,

resulting in the clock period of 6ns. This clock period is used to calculate the
decompression latency in fractions of seconds.
Figure 44 plots the Fundamental Design’s data of Elias Gamma Code Size in bits
vs Decompression Latency in ns. It highlights the minimal latency of 54ns and a
maximum latency of 546ns.
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Elias Gamma Code vs Decompression Latency
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Figure 44: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Elias Gamma Code vs Decompression Latency
Table 15 summarizes the best and worst-case decompression latencies of the

Fundamental Design.
Table 15: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Best and Worst-Case Decompression Latencies
Decompression Latency

8.2.4

(𝐧𝐬)

Best Case (minimum)

54

Worst Case (maximum)

546

Decompression Throughput
Table 16 shows the minimum and maximum latencies of the Decompression

Engine. These values also indicate one symbol being produced for a given 𝑛𝑆.
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The decompression throughput for the Fundamental Design can be arrived at:
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
54 𝑛𝑠

= 18.5 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑆𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑆
=
= 1.83 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
546 𝑛𝑆

Table 16 summarizes the decompression efficiency metrics of the Fundamental

design.
Table 16: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Summary of Decompression Efficiency Metrics
Latency (𝒏𝒔)

Throughput (𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)

Best Case

54

18.5 𝑀

Worst Case

546

1.83 𝑀

Decompression

Figure 45 plots the decompression throughput of the Fundamental Design. The
highest achievable decompression throughput is 4x higher than compression throughput.
The compression function consists of encoding and then packing the data. However, the
Elias Gamma code eliminates the need for unpacking when leading zeros are packed and
sent first. Counting these leading zeros of the MSB, and then flipping the mantissa bits
will decode and unpack the data simultaneously. Thus, yielding a better decompression
throughput by eliminating the need for a dedicated unpack stage.
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Decompression Throughput (M Symbols/sec)
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Figure 45: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Data Decompression Throughput
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8.2.5

Decompression: Comparative Analysis
The decompression data of Experiment 1 – The Fundamental Design, is compared

to that of Software Implementation. Figure 46 articulates this comparison. The data
shows that the SW Data decompression latency ranges between 2S – 20S, whereas the
hardware implementation incurs 0.05s – 0.5s of latency, providing a maximum of 37x
and a minimum of 36x improvement over the SW Implementation.

HW Decompression Latency vs SW Decompression Latency
20000
18000
16000

Latency (ns)

14000
12000
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

n in 2n
HW Decompression-Latency (nS)

SW Decompression-Latency (nS)

Figure 46: Decompression Latency Comparison: HW vs SW

Table 17 summarizes the decompression data of both the Hardware accelerator
implementation of Experiment 1 and the Software Implementation to provide a
comparative perspective.
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Table 17: Decompression Data Comparison: HW Implementation in Expr01 vs Software
Implementation
Decomp
ression

Software
Latency (𝒏𝒔)

Expr1: Hardware
Latency (𝒏𝒔)

Software
Throughput
(𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)

Expr1: Hardware
Throughput
(𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)

Speed
Improvement
in HW

Min

2000

54

500 K

18.5 M

37X

Max

20000

546

50 K

1.83 M

36X

8.2.6

Cost
The FPGA resource utilization data, captured from the Xilinx™ design

implementation tool suite - Vivado™, articulates the design cost.
Figure 47 plots the Fundamental Design’s FPGA resource utilization represented
by the number of Look-Up-Tables (LUT), Flip-Flops (FF) and Input-Output Buffers
(IOB) consumed. All the resources together utilize approximately <1% of the resources
available on the Zynq™ FPGA.

Expr01: Fundamental Design: FPGA Resource
Utilization
300
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285
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Figure 47: Expr01: Fundamental Design: FPGA Resource
Utilization
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8.2.7

Power
The power profile generated from the Vivado™ tool articulates the power

consumed by design. Figure 48 shows the estimated static and dynamic power. The
dynamic power consumed by design is determined as 5% of the total 126mW. The clock
and the logic activity aid in dynamic power estimation.

Expr01: Fundamental Design: Power Profile
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61
41
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Figure 48: Expr01: Fundamental Design: Power Profile

8.3

Expr02: Interconnected Design
The Interconnected Design combines the Encode Engine and the Pack Engine into

a single entity. This combined module is referred to as the Compression Engine in the
data presented in this section. As the Decompression Engine remains unchanged from the
Experiment01, its data presentation is omitted to avoid duplication.
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8.3.1

Compression Latency
This design targeted to the Xilinx Zynq FPGA achieved the maximum frequency

of 142.86 MHz, resulting in the clock period of 7ns. This clock period is used to calculate
the latency in fractions of seconds.
Figure 49 plots the Interconnected Design’s data of Elias Gamma Code Size in
bits vs Compression Latency in ns. The compression latency ranges from a minimum
value of 259ns to a maximum of 644ns clocks. The compression latency increases
linearly with the increasing data size.
Expr02: Elias Gamma Code Size vs Compression Latency
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644
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259
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

n in 2n
Encoded Data Size

Expr02: Compression-Latency(nS)

Figure 49: Expr02: Interconnected Design: Elias Gamma Code vs Compression Latency

The compression latency for a value of 𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝟐𝒏 is calculated as:
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛 (𝑛𝑠) =

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛
𝑓

Example:
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦0 (𝑛𝑠) =

37 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
142.86 𝑀𝐻𝑧

= 37 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 ∗ 7𝑛𝑠 = 259𝑛𝑠
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Table 18 summarizes the best and worst-case compression latencies of the

Interconnected Design.
Table 18: Expr02: Interconnected Design: Best and Worst-Case Latencies

8.3.2

Compression Latency
Best Case Latency (min)

𝒏𝒔
259

Worst Case Latency (max)

644

Compression Throughput
Table 18 shows the minimum and maximum latencies of the Interconnected

Design’s Compression Engine. These values also indicate one symbol being produced for
a given 𝑛𝑆. The compression throughput for the Interconnected Design can be calculated
by:
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
259 𝑛𝑠

= 3.86 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
= 1.55 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
644 𝑛𝑠

Table 19 summarizes the compression efficiency metrics of the Interconnected
design.
Table 19: Expr02: Interconnected Design: Summary of Compression Efficiency Metrics
Latency (𝒏𝑺)

Throughput (𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)

Best Case

259

3.86 𝑀

Worst Case

644

1.55 𝑀

Compression
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Figure 50 plots the compression data throughput in symbols⁄sec. It shows the
maximum compression throughput of 3.86 M symbols/sec and minimum of 1.55 M
symbols/sec.
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Compression Throughput (M Symbols/sec)
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Figure 50: Expr02: Interconnected Design: Data Compression Throughput (M Symbols/S)
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8.3.3

Compression: Comparative Analysis
This section details Compression Data comparison between Software

Implementation, Experiment 01 and Experiment 02.
The compression data of Experiment02 – The Interconnected Design, is compared
to the data of the Software Implementation and that of Experiment01. Figure 51 presents
the compression latency comparison, and Figure 52 articulates comparison of
compression throughput. The data shows that the experiment02 provides a significant
performance improvement over the SW implementation. However, the data emphasizes
the performance to be lower than that of Experiment01. This lowered throughput is a
result of the optimized compression state-machine. Combining the encode and the pack
functionalities, removed the OUTPUT generation stage of the encoder and the input
IDLE state of the Pack Engine. This optimization caused the encoded data to be
communicated through a single flip-flop (FF), as opposed through, three FFs. Thus,
resulting in an increase of the net delay and thereby decreasing the frequency. Although
the experiment02 reduces the number of clocks required to produce the output, it
compromises the frequency, resulting in increased latency.
Table 20 summarizes the compression data of SW, Experiment01, and
Experiment02 to provide a comparative perspective.
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Compression Latency: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02
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Figure 51: Compression Latency: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02
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Table 20: Compression Data Summary: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02
Design

SW

Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max

Expr01
Expr02

8.3.4

Latency
(ns)

Throughput (M
Symbols/sec)

Speed up over
SW

3000
7000
216
540
259
644

0.33
0.14
4.63
1.85
3.86
1.55

14
13
11.7
11.1

Speed
up over
Expr01
0.83
0.84

Cost
Figure 53 plots the Interconnected Design’s FPGA resource utilization

represented by the number of Look-Up-Tables (LUT), Flip-Flops (FF) and Input-Output
Buffers (IOB) consumed. All the resources together utilize approximately <1% of the
available resources of the FPGA.
Expr02: Interconnected Design: FPGA Resource Utilization
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Figure 53: Expr02: Interconnected Design: FPGA Resource Utilization
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8.3.5

Cost: Comparative Analysis
In this section, the FPGA resource utilization of the Interconnected Design is

compared to the Fundamental design and analyzed. Figure 54 Shows the resource
utilization data of the two designs.

FPGA Resource Utilization Comparison
Expr01 vs Expr02
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Figure 54: FPGA Resource Utilization: Expr01 vs Expr02

The number of Flip-Flops (FF) used by the Experiment 02 (Interconnected
Design), is marginally lower than the Experiment 01. The Interconnected Design
eliminates multiple redundant states between the encode and the pack modules resulting
in this reduction of the FFs. However, this optimization reduces the design frequency.
The fundamental design, using additional FFs, pipelined the data, thus breaking the
longest net. In this design, elimination of these redundant FFs increased the net delay,
thereby reducing the frequency of operation.
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8.3.6

Power
Figure 55 shows the estimated static and dynamic power of the Interconnected

Design. The total power consumed by design is 124mW.

Expr02: Interconnected Design: Power Profile
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Figure 55: Expr02: Interconnected Design: Power Profile

8.3.7

Power: Comparative Analysis
In this section, the power profile of the Interconnected Design is compared to the

Fundamental design and analyzed. Figure 56 shows the power profile data of the two
designs. The dynamic power of the Interconnected Design is 2mW lower than the
Fundamental Design, due to the reduction in the number of FFs.
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Figure 56: Power Profile Comparison: Expr01 vs Expr02

8.4

Experiment 3: System-Level Optimizations
The Experiment03 aims to introduce system-level optimizations to improve the

overall performance of the design. To this effect, the design replaced the encoder that
consumed multiple clock cycles consuming to a design requiring single clock cycle, with
the addition of the priority encoder logic. The priority encoder eliminates the effect of
variable length code by finding the highest order of n in 2𝑛 in a single clock. The design
achieves improved performance with a minimal increase in the logic. This section
presents and analyzes the effect of this optimization on compression data. Also, it
compares the results to the previous designs.
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8.4.1

Compression Latency
This design targeted to the Xilinx Zynq FPGA achieved the maximum frequency

of 166.66 MHz, resulting in the clock period of 6ns. This clock period is used to calculate
the latency in fractions of seconds.
Figure 57 plots the system-level optimized Design’s data of Elias Gamma Code
Size in bits vs Compression Latency in ns. The compression latency ranges from a
minimum value of 42ns to a maximum of 552ns clocks. Although the priority encoder
completes the data encoding in a single-clock, the pack functionality continues to be
affected by the varying length of Elias Gamma code. This dependency of the pack
functionality forces the compression latency to be a function of code size.

Elias Gamma Code Size vs Compression Latency
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Figure 57: Expr03: Elias Gamma Code Size vs Compression Latency
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The compression latency for a value of 𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝟐𝒏 is calculated as:
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛 (𝑛𝑠) =

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑛
𝑓

Example:
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦0 (𝑛𝑠) =

7 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
= 7 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 ∗ 6𝑛𝑠 = 42𝑛𝑠
166.66 𝑀𝐻𝑧

Table 21 summarizes the best and worst-case latencies of the Experiment03.
Table 21: Expr03: Best and Worst-Case Latencies

8.4.2

Compression Latency
Best Case Latency (min)

𝐧𝐬
42

Worst Case Latency (max)

552

Compression Throughput
Table 21 shows the minimum and maximum latencies of the System-Level

Optimized Design’s Compression Engine. These values also indicate one symbol being
produced for a given 𝑛𝑆. The compression throughput for the System-Level Optimized
Design can be calculated by:
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
42 𝑛𝑠

= 23.8 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐 ) =

1 𝑠𝑒𝑐
1000 𝑚𝑠
=
= 1.81 𝑀 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠⁄𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
552 𝑛𝑠
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Figure 58 plots the compression throughput of Experiment03 in M Symbols/S.
Table 22 summarizes the compression efficiency metrics of Experiment03.
Table 22: Expr03: Summary of Compression Efficiency Metrics
Latency (𝒏𝑺)

Throughput
(𝒔𝒚𝒎𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒔⁄𝒔𝒆𝒄)

Best Case

42

23.8 𝑀

Worst Case

552

1.81𝑀

Compression
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Figure 58:Expr03: System-Level Optimized Design: Data Compression Throughput (M Symbols/S)
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8.4.3

Compression: Comparative Analysis
This section details compression data comparison between Software

Implementation, Experiment01, Experiment02 and Experiment03.
The compression data of Experiment03 – System-Level Optimized Design is
compared to the data of the Software Implementation, Experiment01, and Experiment02.
Figure 59 presents the compression latency comparison, and Figure 60 articulates
comparison of compression throughput. The Experiment03 provides significant
throughput improvements over SW. Compared to the results of Experiment01 and
Experiment02, it can be observed that the performance enhancements are evident for
lower values of n in 2𝑛 . However, the performance at higher values of n in 2𝑛 almost
matches the data of Experiment01 and Experiment02. This observation can be articulated
to the implementation of encode function of the earlier experiments. The highest order of
n in 2𝑛 is assessed from the MSB first, the number of clocks required reduces with
increasing value of n. Although the Experiment03 uses a single-clock to find the value of
n, it’s performance benefit diminishes at higher value of n in comparison to the earlier
experiments.
.
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Compression Latency: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03
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Figure 59: Compression Latency: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03
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Compression Throughput: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03
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Figure 60: Compression Throughput: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03

Table 23 summarizes the compression data of SW, Experiment01, Experiment02,
and Experiment03 to provide a comparative perspective
Table 23: Compression Data Summary: SW vs Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03
Design

SW
Expr01
Expr02
Expr03

8.4.4

Latency
(ns)
Min

3000

Throughput
(M
Symbols/sec)
0.33

Speed up
over
SW
-

Speed up
over
Expr01
-

Speed up
over
Expr02
-

Max
Min

7000
216

0.14
4.63

14

-

-

Max
Min
Max
Min
Max

540
259
644

1.85
3.86
1.55

42
552

23.8
1.81

13
11.7
11.1
72
12

0.83
0.84
5.1
0.97

6.1
1.1

Cost
Figure 61 plots the Interconnected Design’s FPGA resource utilization

represented by the number of Look-Up-Tables (LUT), Flip-Flops (FF) and Input-Output
Buffers (IOB) consumed. All the resources together utilize approximately <1% of the
available resources of the FPGA.
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Expr03: System-Level Optimizations: FPGA Resource
Utilization
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Figure 61: System-Level Optimizations: FPGA Resource Utilization

8.4.5

Cost: Comparative Analysis
In this section, the FPGA resource utilization of Experiment 3 (System-Level

Optimizations) is compared to the Experiment 1 (Fundamental design) and Experiment 2
(Interconnected Design) and analyzed. Figure 62 shows the resource utilization data of all
the three designs.
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FPGA Resource Utilization Comparison
Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03
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Figure 62: FPGA Resource Utilization: Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03

The number of LUTs used by the Experiment03 (System-Level Optimizations), is
marginally higher than the Experiment02. The Experiment03 implements a priority
encoder for finding the maximum value of the 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 . The implementation tool-suite uses
additional LUTs to realize this priority-encoder. The priority encoder replaces the shift
registers as required in Experiment02, thus resulting in the reduction of the number of
FFs utilized by the Experiment03. As the design specifications are consistent across the
three experiments, the number of Input-Output (IO) buffers remain same.
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8.4.6

Power
Figure 63 shows the estimated static and dynamic power of the Experiment03.

The total power consumed by design is 124mW.

Expr03: System-Level Optimizations: Power Profile
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Figure 63: Expr03: System-Level Optimizations: Power Profile

8.4.7

Power: Comparative Analysis
In this section, the power profile of Experiment 3 (System-Level Optimizations)

is compared to the Experiment 1 (Fundamental design) and Experiment 2 (Interconnected
Design) and analyzed. Figure 64 shows the power profile data of all the three designs.
As the total resource consumed by the designs is <1% of the chip, the tool does
not report any significant variation in the power of the System-Level Optimized design,
in comparison to the Interconnected Design.
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Power Profile Comparison
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Figure 64: Power Profile: Expr01 vs Expr02 vs Expr03

8.5

Hardware Accelerator Performance Evaluation: Summary
This chapter has discussed the performance of three hardware designs along with

presenting a comparative study of their efficiency metrics. The efficiency metrics
included are - the latency, throughput, cost, and power. Each design builds on the
previous, by enhancing the efficiency metrics. Table 24 and Table 25 summarizes the
performance measurements of all the experiments. The comparative study of the results
of Experiment3, articulate this design to be the optimized implementation amongst the
three hardware designs. It achieves a maximum compression throughput of 23.8 M
symbols/sec, with a minimal latency of 42ns and decompression throughput of 18.5 M
symbols/sec, with a minimal latency of 54ns. The design occupies <1% of the FPGA
area, with power consumption at 120mW.
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Table 24: Performance Summary: Latency and Throughput

Frequency
#

Design
(MHz)
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1

SW

2

Expr01

3

Expr02

4

Expr03

Performance Summary: Latency and Throughput
Compression Compression Compression Decompression Decompression Decompression
Latency
Latency
Throughput
Latency
Latency
Throughput
(Clocks
(M
(Clocks
(M
(ns)
(ns)
consumed)
Symbols/sec)
Consumed)
Symbols/sec)

Min

3000

0.33

2000

0.5

Max

7000

0.14

20000

0.05

36

216

4.63

9

54

18.5

90

540

1.85

91

546

1.83

37

259

3.86

9

54

18.5

92

644

1.55

91

546

1.83

7

42

23.8

9

54

18.5

92

552

1.81

91

546

1.83

Min

166.66

Max
Min

142.86

Max
Min

166.66

Max

Table 25: Performance Summary: Cost and Power

#

Performance Summary: Cost and Power
Cost (FPGA
Power (mW)
Resources)
Design
LUT
FFs
IOB
Dynamic
Static

1

Expr01

211

285

68

6

120

2

Expr02

211

243

68

4

120

3

Expr03

223

206

68

4
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8.6

Other Authors’ work: Comparative Analysis
So far, this chapter discussed results of different experiments, along with a

comparison of their efficiency metrics. Now, this section presents throughput comparison
of the Elias Gamma Hardware Accelerator's best design (Experiment 3) with various
authors' work which was briefly mentioned in 3.
Table 26 summarizes the data from works of various authors, to provide a
comparative perspective of compression and decompression throughput. Schlegel et al.
work - “Fast Integer Compression using SIMD instructions” data is taken from the design
targeted to Intel Corei7 processor based system, operating at 2.6GHz of frequency.
Schlegel et al. design uses parallel 128-bits of data processing supported by SIMD
instruction and achieves compression throughput of 12 Gbits/s and decompression
throughput of 8 Gbits/s. This design shows 63x compression and 13x decompression
speed-up in comparison to Hardware accelerator. However, this work uses software to
implement Elias Gamma code on a Microprocessor functioning at a 16x faster clock as
compared to our design. Also, as this is not a dedicated hardware, area and power
consumed are not presented for comparison.
Jones et al. work - “Gbit/s Lossless Data Compression Hardware” used XMatchPro dictionary technique and implemented the compression and decompression
engines on Xilinx Virtex-E FPGA running at a speed of 50MHz. The parallel architecture
can compress or decompress 32-bits of data in a single clock cycle, achieving
compression or decompression throughput of 1.2 Gbits/s. This design shows 6x
compression and 2x decompression speed-up, compared to the Hardware accelerator.
However, the compression technique used is different from that of Elias Gamma code.
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Kuang et al. work - “The Design of an Adaptive On-Line Binary ArithmeticCoding Chip,” used adaptive on-line binary arithmetic coding technique to compress text
data. Kuang et al. design achieved compression throughput of 3 Mbits/s, which is 63x
slower compared to our Hardware accelerator design. Kuang et al. design is focused on
achieving high compression ratio and uses compression technique different from Elias
Gamma coding.
J. Jiang et al. work – “Novel Design of Arithmetic coding for data compression,”
used arithmetic coding technique to compress text data in software. J. Jiang et al. design
achieved compression throughput of 240 Kbits/s, which is extremely slow compared to
the Hardware accelerator. J. Jiang et al. work mainly focused on achieving high
compression ratios and uses compression technique different from Elias Gamma coding.
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Table 26: Other Authors' Work: Comparative Perspective
Other Authors' Work: Comparative Perspective
#
Authors

1
2

3
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4
5

Work

Fast Integer Compression
using SIMD Instructions
Gbit/s Lossless Data
Jones et al.
Compression Hardware
The Design of an
Adaptive On-Line
Kuang et al.
Binary Arithmetic-Coding
Chip
Novel Design of
J. Jiang et al. arithmetic coding for data
compression
Hardware Accelerator for
Texas State
Elias Gamma Code
Schlegel et al.

Technique Used Data Type

Elias Gamma
X-MatchPRO
Dictionary
Adaptive On-Line
Binary
ArithmeticCoding
Arithmetic
Coding
Elias Gamma

Implemented
on

Frequency
of
Operation

Compression Decompression
Throughput
Throughput
(Bits/sec)

(Bits/sec)

Integers
(32-bits)

General Purpose
Processor

2.68 GHz

12 G

8G

32-bits

FPGA

50 MHz

1.2 G

1.2 G

8-bits

ASIC

25 MHz

3M

-

Text (8-bits)

Software

Integers
(32-bits)

FPGA

240 K
166.66 MHz

190.4 M

592

Elias Gamma code, developed by P. Elias, is a universal lossless compression
method used for unbounded positive integers. In this research, we have carried out three
experiments of designing and analyzing the Hardware accelerator for Elias Gamma code
for integers. The efficiency metrics are the basis for performance analysis of these
experiments. The efficiency metrics included are: the latency, throughput, cost, and
power. The research derives these metrics by targeting the design to Xilinx Zynq FPGA.
The results show that optimized Hardware accelerator design achieves a high throughput
of 23.8 M symbols/sec, with low latency of 42ns, and with a minimal <1% FPGA area
consumed.

8.7

Proposal for Further Research
Below is the list of recommendations for further research of the Hardware

accelerator for Elias Gamma Code:
•

A DSP-based implementation will provide a better comparative perspective than
the Software implementation. Hence the software implementation must be ported
to a DSP hardware.

•

Enhancements to the Hardware can be made to achieve single-cycle pack and
decode functionalities. Thus, limiting the effect of variable length code on latency
and throughput.

•

The addition of a FIFO with dynamic bit-slicing support in the pack module will
enable single-cycle pack. The Verilog language restricts the use of dynamic bit-
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slicing. However, with the use of System Verilog language for RTL design, bitslicing can be implemented.
•

Enhancements to the decoder must include priority decoders, with access to
multiple packed data simultaneously. An implementation of multiport FIFO
provides simultaneous access to multiple packed bytes.

•

The Hardware accelerator can be integrated into a standard data communication
system for providing data compression and decompression.

•

Also, the data can be further compressed by including industry standard
compression technique like run-length encoding, to efficiently transmit the
leading zeros prefixed by the Elias Gamma Code.
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As the original work was targeted to FPGA, an ASIC implementation was carried
out to eliminate technology dependence. To this extent, the Hardware accelerator designs
were targeted to a 45nm ASIC, with the aid of industry standard ASIC synthesis tool Design Compiler (DC) from Synopsys. The Hardware accelerators were successfully
synthesized, without requiring any modifications. This appendix section details the ASIC
results of three Hardware accelerators, whose designs can be found in APPENDIX B.
Table 27 and Table 28 capture the efficiency metrics of ASIC implementation for

Hardware accelerators of three experiments. The results articulate the design to be
consistent across FPGA and ASIC implementations. As in FPGA implementation,
Experiment03 shows best results on ASIC as well. Experiment03 achieves a compression
throughput of 153.6 M Symbols/sec, and a decompression throughput of 120 M
Symbols/sec. Experiment03 achieves the stated throughput with the lowest area and
minimal power consumption. Although, Experiment01 shows a slight increase in
throughput when compared to Experiment03, has an increased area and power
consumption.
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Table 27: ASIC Performance Summary: Latency and Throughput

Frequency
#

Design
(GHz)

1

Expr01

2

Expr02

3

Expr03

Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
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Max

ASIC Performance Summary: Latency and Throughput
Compression Compression Compression Decompression Decompression Decompression
Latency
Latency
Throughput
Latency
Latency
Throughput
(Clocks
(M
(Clocks
(M
(ns)
(ns)
consumed)
Symbols/sec)
Consumed)
Symbols/sec)

1.098
1.063
1.075

36

32.76

30.52

9

8.19

122.1

90

81.9

12.21

91

82.81

12.07

37

34.98

28.58

9

8.46

118.2

92

86.48

11.56

91

85.54

11.69

7

6.51

153.6

9

8.37

119.47

92

85.56

11.68

91

84.63

11.81

Table 28: ASIC Performance Summary: Cost and Power

#

ASIC Performance Summary: Cost and Power
Cost (Area in Gates)
Design
Power (mW)

1

Expr01

7074.2

6.1072

2

Expr02

5991

4.9599

3

Expr03

5474.8

4.4341

//
// Created by Vittal Siddaiah
// ELIAS GAMMA CODE Header File
//

#ifndef ELIASGAMMACODE_ELIASGAMMACODE_HPP
#define ELIASGAMMACODE_ELIASGAMMACODE_HPP
#include "../Utility/Utility.hpp"
#include <boost/dynamic_bitset.hpp>

namespace eliasGammaCode {
class EliasGammaCode {
public:
friend std::ostream &operator<<(std::ostream &os, const EliasGammaCode
&eliasGammaCode) {
os << eliasGammaCode.debugLog_.str() << std::endl;
return os;
}
public:
STR GetDebugInfo(void) { return debugLog_.str(); }
STR GetRegressionInfo(void) { return regressionLog_.str(); }
STR GetRegressionHeader(void) { return regressionHeader_.str(); }
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UINT Decode(boost::dynamic_bitset<> eliasGammaCode) {
timing_.reset();
boost::dynamic_bitset<> mask(eliasGammaCode.size(),0);
gammaCode_ = eliasGammaCode;
//debugLog_ << "------------------------------------" << std::endl;
//debugLog_ << "Decoding Code = " << eliasGammaCode << std::endl;
auto widthCounter = 0;
do (mask <<= 1)|= boost::dynamic_bitset<>(eliasGammaCode.size(), 1);
while((eliasGammaCode.to_ulong() >> ++widthCounter) != 0);
mask >>= 1;
//debugLog_ << "Mask

= " << mask << std::endl;

integerCode_ = ((0x1 << (widthCounter-1)) | (eliasGammaCode &
mask).to_ulong());
//debugLog_ << "Integer Code

= " << integerCode_ << std::endl;

regressionHeader_ << ", DecodedIntegerValue, DecodedTimeMicrosecs";
regressionLog_ << ", " << FMTDec << integerCode_ << ", "<<
std::setprecision(8) << timing_.elapsed()/(1e-06);
return integerCode_;
}

boost::dynamic_bitset<> Encode(UINT inputValue) {
timing_.reset();
integerCode_ = inputValue;
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auto logInputValue = log2(float(integerCode_));
//debugLog_ << "Input Value

= " << integerCode_ << std::endl;

//debugLog_ << "Log2 Value

= " << logInputValue << std::endl;

UINT siftedLogValue = UINT(floor(logInputValue));
auto remainder = integerCode_ - (0x01 << siftedLogValue);
//debugLog_ << "Sifted Log Value = " << siftedLogValue << std::endl;
boost::dynamic_bitset<> gammaCode(siftedLogValue+1, 1);
gammaCode.resize((siftedLogValue * 2) + 1);
gammaCode <<= siftedLogValue;
//debugLog_ << "Gamma Code
//debugLog_ << "Reminder

= "<< gammaCode << std::endl;
= "<< remainder << std::endl;

boost::dynamic_bitset<> mask((siftedLogValue * 2) + 1,remainder);
//debugLog_ << "Or Mask

= " << mask << std::endl;

gammaCode_ = mask|gammaCode;
//debugLog_ << "Or'ed value

= " << (mask|gammaCode) << std::endl;

regressionHeader_ << ", InputValue, GammaCode, GammaCodeSize,
EncodedTimeMicrosecs ";
regressionLog_ << ", " << FMTDec << integerCode_ << ", " << "\"" <<
gammaCode_ << "\"" << ", "<< gammaCode_.size();
regressionLog_ << ", " << timing_.elapsed()/(1e-06);

return gammaCode_;
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}
public:
virtual ~EliasGammaCode() { return; }
EliasGammaCode() {
return;
}
private:
UINT integerCode_;
boost::dynamic_bitset<> gammaCode_;
STR_Stream debugLog_;
STR_Stream regressionHeader_;
STR_Stream regressionLog_;
Timer timing_;
};
}
#endif //ELIASGAMMACODE_ELIASGAMMACODE_HPP

// ELIAS GAMMA CODE Main File

#include <iostream>
#include "EliasGammaCode.hpp"
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
UINT value;
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if(argc <=1) value = 10;
try {
if(argc <=2) value = atoi(argv[1]);
}
catch(...) {
value = 10;
}
std::cout << "Elias Gamma Code for the Values from 1 to " << value <<
std::endl;
eliasGammaCode::EliasGammaCode temp;
temp.Decode(temp.Encode(1));
std::ofstream fdRegLog("EliasGammaCodeRegression.csv");
fdRegLog << temp.GetRegressionHeader() << std::endl;
for(UINT loopCounter = 0; loopCounter < 32; loopCounter++) {
eliasGammaCode::EliasGammaCode egc;
egc.Decode(egc.Encode(pow(2,loopCounter)));
fdRegLog << egc.GetRegressionInfo() << std::endl;
}
fdRegLog.close();
return 0;
}
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// THIS IS Verilog HDL CODE FOR EXPERIMENT I
module top(
input_integer,
clk,
reset,
i_data_valid,
data,
o_data_ready
);
input [31:0] input_integer;
input

clk;

input

reset;

input

i_data_valid;

output [31:0] data;
output

o_data_ready;

wire [63:0] encoded_data;
wire

[5:0]

wire
wire
wire

data_size;
data_ready;

[7:0]

packed_data;

packed_data_ready;

EliasGammaEncoder eg_encode_engine(
.i_input_integer(input_integer),
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.i_clock(clk),
.i_reset(reset),
.i_data_valid(i_data_valid),
.o_encoded_data(encoded_data),
.o_data_size(data_size),
.o_data_ready(data_ready)
);
pack eg_pack_engine(
.i_encoded_data(encoded_data),
.i_data_size(data_size),
.i_encoded_data_ready(data_ready),
.i_clock(clk),
.i_reset(reset),
.o_packed_data(packed_data),
.o_packed_data_ready(packed_data_ready)
);
eg_decoder eg_decode_engine(
.i_reset(reset),
.i_clock(clk),
.i_packed_data(packed_data),
.i_packed_data_ready(packed_data_ready),
.o_decoded_data(data),
.o_decoded_data_ready(o_data_ready)
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);
endmodule

// Encoder

module EliasGammaEncoder(
input [31:0] i_input_integer,
input

i_clock,

input

i_reset,

input

i_data_valid,

output [63:0] o_encoded_data,
output [5:0] o_data_size,
output

o_data_ready

);
reg

[63:0] o_encoded_data;

reg

[5:0] o_data_size;

reg

o_data_ready;

parameter

SIZE = 3;

parameter

S0_IDLE = 4'b0001, S1_ENCODE = 4'b0010, S2_COMPLETE =

4'b0100;
parameter

LOG2MASK = 32'h80000000;

parameter

COUNTER = 5'h1F;

reg

[31:0]

input_integer;
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reg

[31:0]

log2_mask;

reg

[4:0]

count;

reg

completed;

reg

encoder_ready;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_init
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end
always @(*) begin : proc_fsm_comb
next_state = 4'b0000;
case (state)
S0_IDLE

: if(i_data_valid && encoder_ready) begin
next_state = S1_ENCODE;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end

S1_ENCODE : if(completed == 1'b1) begin
next_state = S2_COMPLETE;
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end else begin
next_state = S1_ENCODE;
end
S2_COMPLETE :

begin

next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
default

: begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end

endcase
end
always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_fsm_seq
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
completed <= 1'b0;
encoder_ready <= 1'b1;
end else begin
case(state)
S0_IDLE

:
begin

log2_mask <= LOG2MASK;
count <= COUNTER;
encoder_ready <= 1'b1;
completed <= 1'b0;
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o_data_ready <= 1'b0;
input_integer <= i_input_integer + 1;
end
S1_ENCODE

:
begin

encoder_ready <= 1'b0;
if((input_integer & log2_mask)) begin
completed <= 1'b1;
o_encoded_data <= {32'h00000000, input_integer};
o_data_size <= (count * 2) + 1;
end else begin
log2_mask <= (log2_mask >> 1);
count <= count - 1;
end
end
S2_COMPLETE

:

begin
o_data_ready <= 1'b1;
end
default

:
begin
o_encoded_data <=

{64'h0000000000000000};
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o_data_size <= 6'h00;
end
endcase
end
end

endmodule

// Pack

module pack(
i_encoded_data,
i_data_size,
i_encoded_data_ready,
i_clock,
i_reset,
o_packed_data,
o_packed_data_ready
);
input [63:0] i_encoded_data;
input [5:0] i_data_size;
input

i_encoded_data_ready;

input

i_clock;
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input

i_reset;

output [7:0] o_packed_data;
output
reg

o_packed_data_ready;

[7:0] o_packed_data;

reg

o_packed_data_ready;

parameter

SIZE = 4;

parameter

S0_IDLE = 3'b001, S1_PACK = 3'b010, S2_OUTPUT = 3'b100;

reg

[63:0] encoded_data;

reg

[7:0] packed_data;

reg

[5:0] max_count;

reg

next_data_flag;

reg

byte_full_flag;

reg

pack_done;

reg

[3:0] o_index;

reg

[5:0] i_index;

integer

i;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;

always @(*) begin: FSM_COMBO
case (state)
S0_IDLE :
begin
if(i_encoded_data_ready) begin
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next_state = S1_PACK;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
end
S1_PACK :
begin
if(pack_done) begin
next_state = S2_OUTPUT;
end else if (!pack_done && next_data_flag) begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end else begin
next_state = S1_PACK;
end
end
S2_OUTPUT :
begin
if(!next_data_flag) begin
next_state = S1_PACK;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
end
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default : /* default */;
endcase
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : PROC_SEQ
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : PROC_OUTPUT
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
pack_done <= 1'b0;
packed_data <= 8'h00;
max_count <= 6'h00;
o_index[3:0] <= 4'h0;
i_index[5:0] <= 6'h00;
end else begin
case (state)
S0_IDLE :
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begin
o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b0;
if(i_encoded_data_ready) begin
encoded_data <= i_encoded_data;
max_count <= i_data_size;
i_index <= 6'h00;
//o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b0;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
end
end
S1_PACK :
begin
if(o_index <= 4'h7 && i_index < max_count) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
packed_data[o_index] <= encoded_data[max_count - i_index - 1];
o_index <= o_index + 1;
i_index <= i_index + 1;
end else if (o_index > 4'h7 && i_index >= max_count) begin
pack_done <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b1;
end else if (o_index > 4'h7 && i_index < max_count) begin
pack_done <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
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end else if (o_index <= 4'h7 && i_index >= max_count) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b1;
end
end
S2_OUTPUT :
begin
o_packed_data <= packed_data;
o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b1;
packed_data <= 8'h00;
pack_done <= 1'b0;
o_index <= 4'h0;
end
default : /* default */;
endcase
end
end

endmodule

// Decoder

module eg_decoder (
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i_reset,
i_clock,
i_packed_data,
i_packed_data_ready,
o_decoded_data,
o_decoded_data_ready
);

input

i_reset;

input

i_clock;

input
input
output
output
reg

[7:0] i_packed_data;
i_packed_data_ready;
[31:0] o_decoded_data;
o_decoded_data_ready;
[31:0] o_decoded_data;

reg

o_decoded_data_ready;

reg

decoder_ready;

reg

decode_done;

reg

more_data;

reg

more_zero_data;

reg

zero_flag;

reg

zero_mask;

reg

in_zero_count;
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reg

[4:0] o_index;

reg

[3:0] valid_bits;

reg

[4:0] data_size;

reg

[4:0] o_data_size;

reg

[4:0] zero_counter;

reg

[7:0] remaining_data;

reg

[31:0] decoded_data;

parameter

SIZE = 5;

parameter

S0_IDLE = 5'b00001, S1_ZERO_COUNT = 5'b00010,

S2_DECODE = 5'b00100, S3_OUTPUT = 5'b01000, S4_WAIT4DATA = 5'b10000;
integer

i = 0, j = 0;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_init
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end

always @(*) begin : proc_fsm_comb
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case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
if(i_packed_data_ready && decoder_ready) begin

next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S1_ZERO_COUNT :
if(zero_flag && !more_zero_data) begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end else if (!zero_flag && more_zero_data) begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end else begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end
S2_DECODE

:

if(decode_done) begin
next_state = S3_OUTPUT;
end else if(more_data) begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end else begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end
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S3_OUTPUT

:

if(valid_bits) begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S4_WAIT4DATA

:

if(i_packed_data_ready) begin
if(in_zero_count) begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end
end else begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end
default

:
begin

next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
endcase
end
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//Decode and Ouput Generation
always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_output
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
o_decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b0;
o_index[4:0] <= 5'h00;
decoder_ready <= 1'b1;
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
more_data <= 1'b0;
decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
remaining_data[7:0] <= 8'h00;
zero_mask <= 1'b1;
data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
o_data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
valid_bits[3:0] <= 4'h0;
end else begin
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
begin

decoder_ready <= 1'b1;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
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decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
zero_counter[4:0] <= 5'h00;
data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
o_data_size[4:0] <= 6'h00;
o_index[4:0] <= 5'h00;
zero_flag <= 1'b0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
remaining_data[7:0] <= i_packed_data[7:0];
valid_bits[3:0] <= 4'h8;
end
S1_ZERO_COUNT :
begin
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b0;
i <= 0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
if(!zero_flag) begin
if(valid_bits) begin
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
if(zero_mask & remaining_data) begin
data_size <= (zero_counter + 1);
o_data_size <= zero_counter;
zero_flag <= 1'b1;
end else begin
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remaining_data <= (remaining_data >> 1);
valid_bits <= (valid_bits - 1);
zero_counter <= zero_counter + 1;
zero_flag <= 1'b0;
end
end else begin
more_zero_data <= 1'b1;
in_zero_count <= 1'b1;
end
end
end
S2_DECODE

:
begin

zero_flag <= 1'b0;
if(data_size) begin
if(valid_bits) begin
more_data <= 1'b0;
decoded_data[data_size-1] <= remaining_data[0];
o_index <= o_index + 1;
remaining_data <= (remaining_data >> 1);
valid_bits <= valid_bits - 1;
data_size <= data_size - 1;
end else begin
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more_data <= 1'b1;
end
end else begin
decode_done <= 1'b1;
end
end
S3_OUTPUT

:
begin

zero_counter <= 5'h00;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
o_decoded_data <= (decoded_data - 1);
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b1;
decoded_data <= 32'h00000000;
o_index <= 5'h00;
end
S4_WAIT4DATA

:

begin
if(i_packed_data_ready) begin
remaining_data[7:0] <= i_packed_data[7:0];
valid_bits <= 8;
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
more_data <= 1'b0;
end
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end
default

:
begin

end
endcase
end
end

endmodule
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// THIS IS Verilog HDL CODE FOR EXPERIMENT II

module top(
input_integer,
clk,
reset,
i_data_valid,
data,
o_data_ready
);

input [31:0] input_integer;
input

clk;

input

reset;

input

i_data_valid;

output [31:0] data;
output

o_data_ready;

wire [5:0] data_size;
wire

data_ready;

wire [7:0] packed_data;
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wire

packed_data_ready;

EncoderPacker eg_encoder_packer(
.i_input_integer(input_integer),
.i_clock(clk),
.i_reset(reset),
.i_data_valid(i_data_valid),
.o_packed_data(packed_data),
.o_packed_data_ready(packed_data_ready)
);

eg_decoder eg_decode_engine(
.i_reset(reset),
.i_clock(clk),
.i_packed_data(packed_data),
.i_packed_data_ready(packed_data_ready),
.o_decoded_data(data),
.o_decoded_data_ready(o_data_ready)
);

endmodule
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// Encoder and Pack

module EncoderPacker(
i_input_integer,
i_clock,
i_reset,
i_data_valid,
o_packed_data,
o_packed_data_ready
);

input [31:0] i_input_integer;
input

i_clock;

input

i_reset;

input

i_data_valid;

output [7:0] o_packed_data;
output
reg

o_packed_data_ready;

[7:0] o_packed_data;

reg

o_packed_data_ready;

parameter

SIZE = 4;

parameter

S0_IDLE = 4'b0001, S1_ENCODE = 4'b0010, S2_PACK =

4'b0100, S3_OUTPUT = 4'b1000;
parameter

LOG2MASK = 32'h80000000;
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parameter

COUNTER = 5'h1F;

reg

[31:0] input_integer;

reg

[31:0] log2_mask;

reg

[4:0] count;

reg

encode_done;

reg

encoder_ready;

reg

[63:0] encoded_data;

reg

[7:0] packed_data;

reg

[5:0] max_count;

reg

next_data_flag;

reg

pack_done;

reg

[3:0] o_index;

reg

[5:0] i_index;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;

always @(*) begin: FSM_COMBO
//next_state = 3'b000;
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
if(i_data_valid && encoder_ready) begin

next_state = S1_ENCODE;
end else begin
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next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S1_ENCODE :
if(encode_done == 1'b1) begin
next_state = S2_PACK;
end else begin
next_state = S1_ENCODE;
end
S2_PACK :
begin
if(pack_done) begin
next_state = S3_OUTPUT;
end else if (!pack_done && next_data_flag) begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end else begin
next_state = S2_PACK;
end
end
S3_OUTPUT :
begin
if(!next_data_flag) begin
next_state = S2_PACK;
end else begin
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next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
end
default : /* default */;
endcase
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : PROC_SEQ
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : PROC_OUTPUT
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
encode_done <= 1'b0;
encoder_ready <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
pack_done <= 1'b0;
packed_data <= 8'h00;
max_count <= 6'h00;
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o_index[3:0] <= 4'h0;
i_index[5:0] <= 6'h00;
end else begin
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
begin

log2_mask <= LOG2MASK;
count <= COUNTER;
encoder_ready <= 1'b1;
encode_done <= 1'b0;
o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b0;
//Add 1 to accommodate value of Zero, Decoder must subtract 1
input_integer <= i_input_integer + 1;
end
S1_ENCODE

:
begin

encoder_ready <= 1'b0;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
if((input_integer & log2_mask)) begin
encode_done <= 1'b1;
encoded_data <= {32'h00000000, input_integer};
max_count <= (count * 2) + 1;
i_index <= 6'h00;
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end else begin
log2_mask <= (log2_mask >> 1);
count <= count - 1;
end
end
S2_PACK :
begin
if(o_index <= 4'h7 && i_index < max_count) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
packed_data[o_index] <= encoded_data[max_count - i_index - 1];
o_index <= o_index + 1;
i_index <= i_index + 1;
end else if (o_index > 4'h7 && i_index >= max_count) begin
pack_done <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b1;
end else if (o_index > 4'h7 && i_index < max_count) begin
pack_done <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
end else if (o_index <= 4'h7 && i_index >= max_count) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b1;
end
end
S3_OUTPUT :
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begin
o_packed_data <= packed_data;
o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b1;
packed_data <= 8'h00;
pack_done <= 1'b0;
o_index <= 4'h0;
end
default : /* default */;
endcase
end
end

endmodule

// Decoder

module eg_decoder (
i_reset,
i_clock,
i_packed_data,
i_packed_data_ready,
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o_decoded_data,
o_decoded_data_ready
);

input

i_reset;

input

i_clock;

input
input
output
output
reg

[7:0] i_packed_data;
i_packed_data_ready;
[31:0] o_decoded_data;
o_decoded_data_ready;
[31:0] o_decoded_data;

reg

o_decoded_data_ready;

reg

decoder_ready;

reg

decode_done;

reg

more_data;

reg

more_zero_data;

reg

zero_flag;

reg

zero_mask;

reg

in_zero_count;

reg

[4:0] o_index;

reg

[3:0] valid_bits;

reg

[4:0] data_size;

reg

[4:0] o_data_size;
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reg

[4:0] zero_counter;

reg

[7:0] remaining_data;

reg

[31:0] decoded_data;

parameter

SIZE = 5;

parameter

S0_IDLE = 5'b00001, S1_ZERO_COUNT = 5'b00010,

S2_DECODE = 5'b00100, S3_OUTPUT = 5'b01000, S4_WAIT4DATA = 5'b10000;
integer

i = 0, j = 0;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_init
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end

always @(*) begin : proc_fsm_comb
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
if(i_packed_data_ready && decoder_ready) begin

next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
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end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S1_ZERO_COUNT :
if(zero_flag && !more_zero_data) begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end else if (!zero_flag && more_zero_data) begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end else begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end
S2_DECODE

:

if(decode_done) begin
next_state = S3_OUTPUT;
end else if(more_data) begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end else begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end
S3_OUTPUT

:

if(valid_bits) begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
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next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S4_WAIT4DATA

:

if(i_packed_data_ready) begin
if(in_zero_count) begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end
end else begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end
default

:
begin

next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
endcase
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_output
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
o_decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b0;
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o_index[4:0] <= 5'h00;
decoder_ready <= 1'b1;
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
more_data <= 1'b0;
decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
remaining_data[7:0] <= 8'h00;
zero_mask <= 1'b1;
data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
o_data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
valid_bits[3:0] <= 4'h0;
end else begin
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
begin

decoder_ready <= 1'b1;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
zero_counter[4:0] <= 5'h00;
data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
o_data_size[4:0] <= 6'h00;
o_index[4:0] <= 5'h00;
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zero_flag <= 1'b0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
remaining_data[7:0] <= i_packed_data[7:0];
valid_bits[3:0] <= 4'h8;
end
S1_ZERO_COUNT :
begin
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b0;
i <= 0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
if(!zero_flag) begin
if(valid_bits) begin
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
if(zero_mask & remaining_data) begin
data_size <= (zero_counter + 1);
o_data_size <= zero_counter;
zero_flag <= 1'b1;
end else begin
remaining_data <= (remaining_data >> 1);
valid_bits <= (valid_bits - 1);
zero_counter <= zero_counter + 1;
zero_flag <= 1'b0;
end
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end else begin
more_zero_data <= 1'b1;
in_zero_count <= 1'b1;
end
end
end
S2_DECODE

:
begin

zero_flag <= 1'b0;
if(data_size) begin
if(valid_bits) begin
more_data <= 1'b0;
//decoded_data[o_index] <= remaining_data[0];
decoded_data[data_size-1] <= remaining_data[0];
o_index <= o_index + 1;
remaining_data <= (remaining_data >> 1);
valid_bits <= valid_bits - 1;
data_size <= data_size - 1;
end else begin
more_data <= 1'b1;
end
end else begin
decode_done <= 1'b1;
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end
end
S3_OUTPUT

:
begin

zero_counter <= 5'h00;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
o_decoded_data <= (decoded_data - 1);
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b1;
decoded_data <= 32'h00000000;
o_index <= 5'h00;
end
S4_WAIT4DATA

:

begin
if(i_packed_data_ready) begin
remaining_data[7:0] <= i_packed_data[7:0];
valid_bits <= 8;
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
more_data <= 1'b0;
end
end
default

:
begin
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end
endcase
end
end
endmodule
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// THIS IS Verilog HDL CODE FOR EXPERIMENT III

module top(
input_integer,
clk,
reset,
i_data_valid,
data,
o_data_ready
);

input [31:0] input_integer;
input

clk;

input

reset;

input

i_data_valid;

output [31:0] data;
output

o_data_ready;

wire [5:0] data_size;
wire

data_ready;

wire [7:0] packed_data;
wire

packed_data_ready;

EncoderPacker eg_encoder_packer(
.i_input_integer(input_integer),
.i_clock(clk),
.i_reset(reset),
.i_data_valid(i_data_valid),
.o_packed_data(packed_data),
.o_packed_data_ready(packed_data_ready)
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);

eg_decoder eg_decode_engine(
.i_reset(reset),
.i_clock(clk),
.i_packed_data(packed_data),
.i_packed_data_ready(packed_data_ready),
.o_decoded_data(data),
.o_decoded_data_ready(o_data_ready)
);

endmodule

// Encoder and Pack

module EncoderPacker(
i_input_integer,
i_clock,
i_reset,
i_data_valid,
o_packed_data,
o_packed_data_ready
);

input [31:0] i_input_integer;
input

i_clock;

input

i_reset;

input

i_data_valid;

output [7:0] o_packed_data;
output
reg

o_packed_data_ready;

[7:0] o_packed_data;

reg
parameter

o_packed_data_ready;
SIZE = 4;
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parameter

S0_IDLE = 4'b0001, S1_ENCODE = 4'b0010, S2_PACK = 4'b0100, S3_OUTPUT = 4'b1000;

parameter

LOG2MASK = 32'h80000000;

parameter

COUNTER = 5'h1F;

reg

[31:0] input_integer;

reg

[31:0] log2_mask;

reg

[4:0] count;

reg

encode_done;

reg

encoder_ready;

reg

[63:0] encoded_data;

reg

[7:0] packed_data;

reg

[5:0] max_count;

reg

next_data_flag;

reg

pack_done;

reg

[3:0] o_index;

reg

[5:0] i_index;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;

always @(*) begin: FSM_COMBO
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
if(i_data_valid && encoder_ready) begin

next_state = S1_ENCODE;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S1_ENCODE :
if(encode_done == 1'b1) begin
next_state = S2_PACK;
end else begin
next_state = S1_ENCODE;
end
S2_PACK :
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begin
if(pack_done) begin
next_state = S3_OUTPUT;
end else if (!pack_done && next_data_flag) begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end else begin
next_state = S2_PACK;
end
end
S3_OUTPUT :
begin
if(!next_data_flag) begin
next_state = S2_PACK;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
end
default : /* default */;
endcase
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : PROC_SEQ
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : PROC_OUTPUT
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
encode_done <= 1'b0;
encoder_ready <= 1'b1;
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next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
pack_done <= 1'b0;
packed_data <= 8'h00;
max_count <= 6'h00;
o_index[3:0] <= 4'h0;
i_index[5:0] <= 6'h00;
end else begin
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
begin

log2_mask <= LOG2MASK;
count <= COUNTER;
encoder_ready <= 1'b1;
encode_done <= 1'b0;
o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b0;
input_integer <= i_input_integer + 1;
end
S1_ENCODE

:
begin

encoder_ready <= 1'b0;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
if(input_integer[31])

begin max_count <= (31 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[30]) begin max_count <= (30 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[29]) begin max_count <= (29 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[28]) begin max_count <= (28 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[27]) begin max_count <= (27 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[26]) begin max_count <= (26 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[25]) begin max_count <= (25 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[24]) begin max_count <= (24 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[23]) begin max_count <= (23 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[22]) begin max_count <= (22 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[21]) begin max_count <= (21 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[20]) begin max_count <= (20 * 2) + 1;
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end else if(input_integer[19]) begin max_count <= (19 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[18]) begin max_count <= (18 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[17]) begin max_count <= (17 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[16]) begin max_count <= (16 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[15]) begin max_count <= (15 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[14]) begin max_count <= (14 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[13]) begin max_count <= (13 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[12]) begin max_count <= (12 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[11]) begin max_count <= (11 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[10]) begin max_count <= (10 * 2) + 1;
end else if(input_integer[9]) begin

max_count <= (9 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[8]) begin

max_count <= (8 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[7]) begin

max_count <= (7 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[6]) begin

max_count <= (6 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[5]) begin

max_count <= (5 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[4]) begin

max_count <= (4 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[3]) begin

max_count <= (3 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[2]) begin

max_count <= (2 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[1]) begin

max_count <= (1 * 2) + 1;

end else if(input_integer[0]) begin

max_count <= (0 * 2) + 1;

end
i_index <= 6'h00;
encode_done <= 1'b1;
encoded_data <= {32'h00000000, input_integer};
end
S2_PACK :
begin
if(o_index <= 4'h7 && i_index < max_count) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
packed_data[o_index] <= encoded_data[max_count - i_index - 1];
o_index <= o_index + 1;
i_index <= i_index + 1;
end else if (o_index > 4'h7 && i_index >= max_count) begin
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pack_done <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b1;
end else if (o_index > 4'h7 && i_index < max_count) begin
pack_done <= 1'b1;
next_data_flag <= 1'b0;
end else if (o_index <= 4'h7 && i_index >= max_count) begin
next_data_flag <= 1'b1;
end
end
S3_OUTPUT :
begin
o_packed_data <= packed_data;
o_packed_data_ready <= 1'b1;
packed_data <= 8'h00;
pack_done <= 1'b0;
o_index <= 4'h0;
end
default : /* default */;
endcase
end
end

endmodule

// Decoder

module eg_decoder (
i_reset,
i_clock,
i_packed_data,
i_packed_data_ready,
o_decoded_data,
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o_decoded_data_ready
);

input

i_reset;

input

i_clock;

input

[7:0] i_packed_data;

input

i_packed_data_ready;

output

[31:0] o_decoded_data;

output

reg

o_decoded_data_ready;

[31:0] o_decoded_data;

reg

o_decoded_data_ready;

reg

decoder_ready;

reg

decode_done;

reg

more_data;

reg

more_zero_data;

reg

zero_flag;

reg

zero_mask;

reg

in_zero_count;

reg

[4:0] o_index;

reg

[3:0] valid_bits;

reg

[4:0] data_size;

reg

[4:0] o_data_size;

reg

[4:0] zero_counter;

reg

[7:0] remaining_data;

reg

[31:0] decoded_data;

parameter

SIZE = 5;

parameter

S0_IDLE = 5'b00001, S1_ZERO_COUNT = 5'b00010, S2_DECODE = 5'b00100, S3_OUTPUT =

5'b01000, S4_WAIT4DATA = 5'b10000;
integer

i = 0, j = 0;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] state;

reg

[SIZE-1:0] next_state;
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always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_init
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
state <= S0_IDLE;
end else begin
state <= next_state;
end
end

always @(*) begin : proc_fsm_comb
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
if(i_packed_data_ready && decoder_ready) begin

next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S1_ZERO_COUNT :
if(zero_flag && !more_zero_data) begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end else if (!zero_flag && more_zero_data) begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end else begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end
S2_DECODE

:
if(decode_done) begin

next_state = S3_OUTPUT;
end else if(more_data) begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end else begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end
S3_OUTPUT

:
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if(valid_bits) begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
S4_WAIT4DATA

:

if(i_packed_data_ready) begin
if(in_zero_count) begin
next_state = S1_ZERO_COUNT;
end else begin
next_state = S2_DECODE;
end
end else begin
next_state = S4_WAIT4DATA;
end
default

:
begin

next_state = S0_IDLE;
end
endcase
end

always @(posedge i_clock or negedge i_reset) begin : proc_output
if(i_reset == 1'b0) begin
o_decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b0;
o_index[4:0] <= 5'h00;
decoder_ready <= 1'b1;
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
more_data <= 1'b0;
decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
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remaining_data[7:0] <= 8'h00;
zero_mask <= 1'b1;
data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
o_data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
valid_bits[3:0] <= 4'h0;
end else begin
case (state)
S0_IDLE

:
begin

decoder_ready <= 1'b1;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
decoded_data[31:0] <= 32'h00000000;
zero_counter[4:0] <= 5'h00;
data_size[4:0] <= 5'h00;
o_data_size[4:0] <= 6'h00;
o_index[4:0] <= 5'h00;
zero_flag <= 1'b0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
remaining_data[7:0] <= i_packed_data[7:0];
valid_bits[3:0] <= 4'h8;
end
S1_ZERO_COUNT :
begin
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b0;
i <= 0;
in_zero_count <= 1'b0;
if(!zero_flag) begin
if(valid_bits) begin
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
if(zero_mask & remaining_data) begin
data_size <= (zero_counter + 1);
o_data_size <= zero_counter;
zero_flag <= 1'b1;
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end else begin
remaining_data <= (remaining_data >> 1);
valid_bits <= (valid_bits - 1);
zero_counter <= zero_counter + 1;
zero_flag <= 1'b0;
end
end else begin
more_zero_data <= 1'b1;
in_zero_count <= 1'b1;
end
end
end
S2_DECODE

:
begin

zero_flag <= 1'b0;
if(data_size) begin
if(valid_bits) begin
more_data <= 1'b0;
//decoded_data[o_index] <= remaining_data[0];
decoded_data[data_size-1] <= remaining_data[0];
o_index <= o_index + 1;
remaining_data <= (remaining_data >> 1);
valid_bits <= valid_bits - 1;
data_size <= data_size - 1;
end else begin
more_data <= 1'b1;
end
end else begin
decode_done <= 1'b1;
end
end
S3_OUTPUT

:
begin
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zero_counter <= 5'h00;
decode_done <= 1'b0;
o_decoded_data <= (decoded_data - 1);
o_decoded_data_ready <= 1'b1;
decoded_data <= 32'h00000000;
o_index <= 5'h00;
end
S4_WAIT4DATA

:
begin

if(i_packed_data_ready) begin
remaining_data[7:0] <= i_packed_data[7:0];
valid_bits <= 8;
more_zero_data <= 1'b0;
more_data <= 1'b0;
end
end
default

:
begin

end
endcase
end
end

endmodule
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